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By the author of " BUFFALO BILL."

CHAPTER I.

foothills overlooking a rolling prairie that stretche·d for
miles before the Ione horseman, as far as the eye could
Buffalo Bill, the Wizard of the Trail and the King of see, and Buffalo Bill thought, as he pulled up his steed
the Borderland, was on a long journey across an almost for a moment to gaze before him, that he had never seen
trackless expanse of prairie traveled only by marauding a wilder country.
Suddenly, as he gazed, his eye caught a moving object
bands of red men, outlawed whites, and an occasional
upon
the plain before him. He looked closer. It was a
trapper or hunter.
figure on horseback, with garments streaming in the
For some months he had been stationed at Fort Farwind.
,..
away, one of the smaller posts on the Southwestern fronBuffalo Bill uttered an exclamation of surprise, and,
tier, and now he was the bearer of important dispatches
clapping the binocular fieldglass he always carried to his
to another frontier army post. Fort McRae was separated
eyes, focussed it upon the rapidly-moving figure, which
from Fort Faraway by many leagues of wild border counhad the outline of neither white man nor Indian.
try,
"A woman, by all that's holy!" exclaimed the scout.
The commander at Fort Faraway had urged him to "What
can she be flying from? She certainly is urging
take an escort of soldiers with him on his wild journey, her horse to its
utmost speed."
but Buffalo Bill, confident in his power to cope with any
Presently, a rumbling, thunderous sound came from
peril he might meet, and, as ever, utterly reckless of dan- the prairie to the right, and
a dark mass came rapidly
ger, said that he wottld go alone, packing the saddle of into view. Buffalo Bill knew
what it meant in an inhis good horse with enough emergency rations to last stant. It was a herd of cattle,
stampeded from some unhim during a long trip.
known cause, and bringing destruction to anything in its
A day's journey found him crossing a low range of path.
THE DEATH CHARM.
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life, if you are ever overLike an arrow shot from the bow, the scout's horse said. "That pin may save your
in the. vicinity. Do not follow me.
J. _, . . J forward under the spurs, which had been pressed powered by outlaws
Farewell."
i1..n i:s flanks.
She dashed off, leaving Buffalo Bill gazing at her, and
be:Border,
the
of
King
the
··[ must save her I" grated
a low hill.
tween set teeth. " Ha! her horse has fallen, probably presently disappeare d over
she said was probably true,
what
that
knew
Bill
Buffalo
their
at
wholly
is
She
hole.
breaking its leg in a coyote
his breast.
on
and pinned tlie death charm
mercy, but I am not too late."
of it," he muttered,
need
have
"Who knows? I may
There was little time for Buffalo Bill to act, for the
st~mp~di;1g herd was within a hundred yards of the pros- and resumed his journey.
H e did have need for it, for his path lay in the midst of
tr~te . hor:se and terrified rider, who had sprung to her
perils.
feet as Buffalo Bill whirled toward her.
tremenwas
cattle
of
hoofs
thundering
the
of
roar
The
CHAPTE R II.
dous, but above it the loud, comi11anding voice of Bufsaid,:
that
BOY'S VOW.
A
heard,
was
Bill
falo
you!"
around
wheel
1
as
you
grasp
'll
I
I
aJy
e
r.
"Stand
"Every man of that band shall die, boy though I am,
The ~cout's ' horse, matchless in training, answering I swear it!"
every touch of the rider's limbs, for the reins hung loos'e
This burst of passion over, the speaker looked about
upon his neck, ~wung around the agonized woman 111 a him upon a scene of death and ruin, a·nd, throwing himshort circle, all bttt losing its feet in the sho'r t turn. The self full length upon the ground, buried his face in his
rider leaned from the saddle, seized the woman and hands and wept bitter, scalding tears.
swung her up before him , and they were off to the fdcitToward the spot where he lay, unconscious of all
hill s. A moment later they were safe behind a jutting about him now sav.e his overw h elm~ng . grief, came a
rock, and the herd of cattle had thundered past in their horseman across the prairie at a rapid lope.
mad flight.
Nearer and nearer he came, until his eyes, falling upon
By some chance, almost a miracle, they had swerved the scene of a ruined house, he drew rein suddenly and
to either side _of the woman's horse, which regained its his face became white and stern as he muttered; "There
footing and- trotted slowly up to rej oin its rider, who has been reel work here ! Ah ! there lies one of the
stood l;>eside the great scout.
victirris still alive."
Buffalo Bill looked at the woman, curiously. She was
Quickly he threw himself from his horse, and, bending
dressed in a beautiful habit of blue velvet, trimmed with over the form, &aid gently :
gold br~id, in, military fashion, and from her girdle
"My poor fellow, are you--"
swung a knife and r evolver, both richly inlaid .with gold.
The one he add ressed was upon his feet in an instant,
She. was in her saddle before the scout could assist her, his face stained wit11 tears, his eyes inflamed and hi s
and, turning to him, spoke in a rich, clear voice.
whole form quivering with emotion.
"I know you, Buff~lo Bill! You have saved my life,"
The horseman saw a youth of seventeen, well grown,
she said, "and '.:: can do something in return. "
of athletic build, with a daring, handsome face, and clad
She unclasped from her bosom a pin, .c!uriously shaped, in buckskin leggings, stuck in top boots, a g ray hunting
and handed it to the scout.
shirt and a slouch hat, while about his waist was a belt
J·k gazed at it curiously. The pin was made of gold, of arms-his hand falling upon a revolver as he sprang
shaped like a hand , ·and in it was set a skull and cross- to his feet.
bones of ivory, From the pin hung, suspended by a gold
"No ! no ! You are not one of that accursed band ; you
chain, a gold owl, with emeralds for eyes.
wouldn't do a wrong!" And the youth looked into the
"I recognize this pin," said the scout. "I had one in face of t_he horseman as one might who was intuitively
my possession once before, and it saved me from deat h. rea.ding his very soul.
"Some great wrong has been clone you, my lad, "if
It was given me by the woman leader of a band of thieves.
She was known as the Queen of the Golden Canyon; and this is your home," gently spoke the horseman.
"It was my home, sir, and a happy one; but see it
has since gone to· Mexico."
over yonde-r
· ''She was my sister, for you once saved her life in the now ! All gone, and those I loved lie dead
·father and
poor
my
same manner as you did mine," said the woman in velvet. in those bushes-d ead, murdered!
left!
am
"I, too; have some power over the outlaws in the vicinity, mother and my little brother, and. I alone
they have
what
see
and
!'See, sir! Look around you
but my home lies over the border in Mexico, and I intend
never to cross it again." She pointed southward . "Thirty done!"
The youth pointed about him to the charred timbers
miles ' · ride will take me home to my own country," she

•
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of what had been a large cabin home and outhouse, the
"There are more, sir," faltered the youth.
ranch of some prosperous settler, but all now a scene of
"More dead?'"
desolation.
"Yes; my old negro nurse, who came with us out
The horseman did not speak, but walked quickly over here, and her husband. They lie over yonder, in the
to the bushes, where the youth had said the dead lay, and edge of the woods, and our two cowboys are further
there beheld a man of forty, a woman several years his along, where they fell fighting.
junior. and a lad of fourteen.
"Those are all, sir."
All were dead, and bullet wounds in their heads showed
"All! and seven of them! And from one household!
how they had died.
And you alone are left, my brave la\!."
The youth gazed upon the dead with white, stern face,
"I am the last. sir; but I can avenge those who ar_s
for he had gained control of himself novv, and the horse- gone, and I will! I will! I have sworn it, and I will take
man asked:
the trail of those Indians and--"
"Who did this red deed, my lad?"
"Boy, you are wrong; all wrong."
"Indians, sir."
"Do you mean to say that I shall not avenge my dead?"
"It was done last night?"
fiercely demanded the youth. And his hand again
"Yes, sir."
dropped upon his revolver, ·for it flashed upon him that
"Where were you?"
the stranger was not his friend after all, to make such
"Away on a hunt, sir, with several comrades from the a remark.
other .ranches."
"I did not say that you should not avenge, but I meant
"Are other homes destroyed also, for I know there that you must not punish innocent for the guilty, for
are ranches to the north of here?"
Indians did not do this work of death !" said the stranger,
.,
"I do not know, sir, for I left the boys to come on impressively.
home-and this is what I find." And the lips quivered
and eyes dimmed.
CHAPTER III.
The horseman made no reply, but began to move about
TELL-TALE SIGNS.
the grounds, his eyes taking ir\ everything in a way that
The youth looked at the stranger in a startled, doubtshowed the experienced plainsman.
ful way, as though he could not believe that he had heard
The youth stood watching him, with intense interest,
him aright, when he told him that Indians had not done
noting all that he diCI.
the atrocious deed there in evidence before them in all its
He even, in his great grief, observed that the stranger
•horror.
possessed a superb form, was about six feet in height;
The stranger, as the youth had pointed out where the
his dark, waving hair fell upon his broad shoulders, and
other bodies lay, had gone, first, to where the two negroes
he was dressed in a picturesque costume and wore a broad
had fallen, then to where the cowboys had ended their
sombrero, all of which was most becoming to him.
lives.
About his >¥aist was a sash and a belt of arms, and,
He had looked well at the bodies, then at the surroundglancing toward the stranger's horse, which had been
ings of each, and, apparently satisfied in his mind, he hac!
allowed to roam at will and feed, he saw a splendid anitold the youth that Indians were not the guilty ones.
mal, handsomely equipped with bridle, saddle and camp"You say that Indians did not , do this deed, sir," aling outfit, while a rifle hung to the horse upon one side
most gasped the youth.
and a looped lariat upon the other.
"Indians did not do it, my little friend."
The youth was much impressed with the stranger, and
"But, sir, we crossed the Indian trail going and comhis appearance, and muttered :
ing this way."
''Who can he be, I wonder?"
"Who did?"
Having completed his survey of the surroundings of
"My pards and I."
the ruined home, the stranger walked to where the
"Who are they?"
bodies lay and bent over the1i1.
"There are five of us, sir, and we are all boys.
He seemed to try to read from their faces what he
"I am the captain, and we scout aro~nd to prevent
would know-to expect the dead lips to open and tell the settlement from being surprised by redskins; but we
him the cruel story of their death, so intently did he did not believe any were on the warpath, and so went on
scrutinize them.
a hunt toward the Rio Grande.
Bending over the body of the little lad, he took some''Coming back, we crossed a fresh Indian trail leading
thing from between his fingers; then he proceeded to from the settlement, and it frightened us; but soon affold the hands of all peacefully upon their breasts.
ter we came upon the same trail. going to the settlement.
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"This fairly scared us, and we each rode toward our
homes, and this is what I found ." And the youth very
nearly gave way to his grief once m9re.
The stranger had listened attentively to the boy's story,
and then asked : "How many ranches are there in this
valley?"
"Nine."
"How many people on them?"
"Cowboys and families all told, about sixty, sir."
1
'And you are one of five scouts who patrol the coun":
try to guard. against surprise by redskins?"
. "Yes, sir."
"When did you go on your hunt?"
"Two days ago. "
"How far is it to the nearest ranch?"
"Eight miles, it is called, sir."
."And the other ranches lie up the valley beyond?"
"Yes, sir."
"How far do you call it to the Indian country?" •
"Some sixty miles to the borderland, sir."
"Did you notice the force in the trails you saw going
and coming, my lad?"
"About twenty in the one coming m, and twice that
many going back."
"I see that your cattle and horses were not taken."
And the stranger pointed to a large herd of cattle feeding a couple of miles away and a band of a hundred
horses -nearer.
"Some of the horses appear to be missing, sir."
"Did you notice whether the trails you sa,w were of '
shod or unshood hoofs?"
"No, sir,''
"They were of unshood hoofs."
"How do you know, sir?"
"All the tracks about here are of horses that are shod,
and you'll find that the raiders rode hard in coming here
and left their worn-out animals and took fresh ones from
your drove, and as many as they could carry along at a
good pace."
"Oh, sir, you seem to read the signs well."
"It is my business to do so; and let me show you this
and ask if it is an Indian's hair."
H~ held up a bunch of hair of reddish hue, evide1:t1y
torn from a human head.
"No, sir; it is a white man's hair."
"I got it fr m the hand of your little brother, for he
tore it from the head of his murderer in the struggle."
"Poor Sammy !"
"Here is a spur I picked up. Is it your's, your father's,
or the cowboys'?"
"It belonged to none of us, sir."
"Indians don't wear spurs nor ride iron-shod horses,
and these are not ponies' tracks. Nor do they have hair

like this. So, though those who were here did all they
could to appear to be redskins, being painted like them
even, they were white men."
"How do you know that they were painted?" asked
the boy, in some astonishment.
"You will find paint smeared on your father's clothes,
rubbed off in the struggle with his foes, and also on the
face and hands of your brother, and of the negro man,
too, proving that they all had a death grapple with their
slayers.
"No, white men, not Indians, did this fiendish deed."
"But who can they have been?"
"I am a stranger here, merely passing through with
important dispatches from fort to fort, so I know nothing of your people; but you should know if your family
had bitter foes who would perpetrate such a hideous deed .
"Are there not outlaw bands in this part of the country?"
"Yes, sir, there are the Red Rovers-a band of outlaws who rob and kill without mercy; but they have never
been in Meadowland Valley."
"Well, my poor lad, my duty calls me on my way; but
I shall stop at the ranches as I pass and send you help
at once."
"If they have not also been ruined, sir."
"Ah, yes; but it can hardly be.
"See, yonder come some horsemen now, so we will be
ready for them if they prove to be foes."
"They are my pards !" shouted the boy as he turned
his gaze upon the four horsemen whom the stranger had
caught sight of, coming at a run up the valley.

CHAPTER IV.
THE FIVE

FERRETS.

"Your parcls ?" asked the stranger, quickly, at the
words of the youth.
"Yes, those four and I make the five I spoke of-the
fighting five some in the valley call us, while others give
us the name of the Five Ferrets, as we have always found
out when a raid was to be made."
"They arc corning rapidly. as though bearing news of
importance."
"' Perhaps they have the same story to tell of death and
destruction."
"No; I am .confident those men did not go down the
"alley, for they doubtless stinck your home just before
daylight, and, had they gone on in their work of ruin, we
would now see the smoke of the burning ranches.
"And, besides, they were not in force enough to attack
settlers of large number in their own homes, and by daylight.
"No; for some purpose, they came here, and, accom-
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plishing their fatal mission, they have gone to seek safety
and let the redskins get the censure of their crime."
"You speak like one who knew, sir, and I believe you
are right," said the boy, sadly, and he added: "I certainly
will be glad to know that no one else has had to suffer as
I do."
The stranger now had his eyes upon those rapidly approaching where he and the youth stood.
He saw that there were four of the1~1, and that they
were mere boys, being about the same age, but, like the
youth by his side, well grown, strongly built and clad as
he was; they were thoroughly armed and well mounted,
he noticed, also.
They clashed up a moment after, four abreast, leaped
from their saddles, and in silence ran up and grasped the
hands of their comrade.
At first the heart-stricke n youth seemed about to break
down utterly, but he was of stern courage and decision of
character-t he quality that controls the makeup of strong
natures-and , mastering his emotion, he said, in a low
voice:
"Pards, you see that I am left alorie, and homeless.
"Here lie my parents and Sammy; over there is Maum
J,innie and Uncle Peter, and yonder are the two cowboys,
Lige and Burt.
"Diel "the human fiends go clown the valley?"
"No, Bird; they went back to the mountains.
' " vVe saw the smoke of your home soon after we left
you, and gave the alarm in the valley, and then came here
with all speed."
"Is it too late to follow them?" asked Kane Noland.
And his eyes, as he spoke, were dim with tears of heartstrung sympathy, while the rest of the brave band of boys
seemed too full for utterance, as they gazed about them
upon the scene of desolation and suffering.
"It is too late now, boys, to follow them, but they shall
answer for this-every man of that band-for I know
that you will help me in the work of avenging this act,"
said the youth, in a voice full of determination.
At once came the reply, strangely stern and threatening, from the lips of each one of the four youths:
"We will stand by you to the end, Bird-even to the
death, if necessary."
" I know that well, pards."
"Yes, the redskins will suffer for this," said Nick
Walker, while Bird Bainbridge, who seemed to be the
leader of the five, broke in with :
"But redskins did not do it, boys !"
"Who says so?" came in a chorus of voices.
. "This gentleman- I do not know his name."
He turned to the stranger, who had been quietly observing the youths, as if reading each one of them
through and through with his piercing gaze.

5

They had also taken particular notice of him,, in spite
of the scene they had come upon, and their grief for their
companion, wondering who he was.
At the hint of Bird Bainbridge to know who he was all
eyes were now upon the stranger, while Seth Saunders
echoed, incredulousl y: "Indians did not do it?"
"That is my opinion, my young friend, though we are
all liable to err."
"Why, who else could or would do such a deed but
Indians?" Bud Rainey asked.
"I say that white rilen, disguised as Indians, did this
red work, and I have seen as much cruelty among some
of the palefaces on this frontier as ever the Indians were
guilty of," said the stranger.
"Then you uphold the Indians, sir, in their acts?" some>vhat hotly intimated Seth Saunders.
The stranger smiled, and replied, with no show of
anger:
"I am an old plainsman, though still a young man, comparatively. I have seen the basest of acts committed by
Indians upon this border; but I have seen their every act
of cruelty and death equaled by the deeds of white outlaws and renegades, with this difference-t hat, where the
redskins have been trained from infancy to fight in their
own cruel way against women and children, as well as
men, and to regard the palefaces as their natural foes,
driving them from their own homes, the outlaws, fleeing
from justice for crimes committed elsewhere, come here
and act toward their own race with a degree of inhumanity that the savage cannot surpass."
The stranger spoke so impressively that all the boys fc]t
the truth of his utterances, and Bird Bainbridge asked:
"Will you tell us who you are, sir?"
"My name is William F. Cody, but I am better known
as Buffalo Di thief of army scouts in the Northwest."

.

CHAPTER V.
BUFFALO

BILL .

"Buffalo Bill!"
The name was echoed by each one of the five under his
breath-utte red in an almost incredulous tone.
The "Five" seemed hardly to credit their hearing.
CoulJ it be that they stood face to face with a man of
whose daring deeds they had heard even before they came
to find a home in New Mexico upon ranch es situated in
the very midst of incessant danger?
They had read of him in their homes, far from the
scenes of his exploits; they had heard of him around the
hearthstone of their new habitations; had listened to
stories tclcl of him by ranchcros and hunters about the
campfire.
They knew him especially as the ideal hero of the cow-
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boys, and even then two of the lads had in their saddle
pockets romances of the great scout's career.
Buffalo Bill !
The name had a wonderful charm.
It was the open sesame of their hearts !
Could it really be their hero?
Was not the stranger deceiving them?
No ! It was he-the scout of scouts !
They looked into his frank, fearless, handsome facethe face of a marvelous man !
They regarded his splendid physique-it was the form
of a hero.
They scanned his. picturesque frontier garb-it was just
such as a hero should wear !
Then they glanced at his splendid horse and complete
outfit, the rifle and lariat hanging to the saddle horn-all
were just what the make-up of a hero should be!
No, there could be no mistake. Buffalo Bill stood before the five young frontier fighters of Meadowland Valley.
"You must pardon me, sir, for saying what I did,"
said Seth Saunders, frankly retracting his words.
"Don't think of it again, my boy. Now, let me tell you
that I have been trying to thi11k how I can serve our
young friend here, whom you have promised to aid in his
determinatio n to avenge this most foul crime against those
he loved."
"Oh, sir, if you only would help us!" cried Bird Bainbridge, while the others chimed in with :
"Yes, sir, if you only would.''
After a moment of though~ the knight of the plains addressed the youths :
"I am chief of scouts up at Fort Faraway, and am
carrying .important dispatches, which of 1 te have failed
to get through, along the chain of forts -to Fort McRae,
in the Tule Rosa Range.
"l\fy orders for haste are imperative, but when I return
,;r- Faraway I am to have a leave of absence, and I promise' you that, instead of going to my home in Kansas to
spend it, as was my intention, I will return here, and aid
you to hunt clown the fiends who committed this atrocious
deed."
The boys, together, broke out in a cheer, waved their
hats, and seemed to feel as though the murderers were
already run to earth!
"It is so good of you, sir, to help me." A~d Bird Bainbridge extended his hand, which the chief of scouts
grasped, warmly.
The other lads, taking advantage of the situation, also
offered their hands, proud to get a grip from the great
plainsman.
"It is not kind of me, but my duty, to help you," continued Buffalo Bill.

"I have told you that the murderers were not redskins,
in my opinion, but white men. I am more than ever convinced of it now; but let this belief be kept a secret between us.
"You all understand ?"
"Yes, sir," was the prompt reply from each one of the
five.
"If they learn that they, not the Indians, are suspected,
they will be forewarned, hence forearmed, and thus ·have
a chance to cover up their tracks, or to leave the country.
"If they know that Indians alone are suspected, they
will be reckless, and can be the better tracked, or identified."
"That is 'true, sir," assented Bird Bainbridge, and all
echoed his ';YOrds, for the five would have indorsed anything Buffalo Bill wished them to think or do.
"Now, you must let no, one into this secret of our suspicions, but proceed quietly to work to find out what you
can.
"You are to be, in fact, detectives, ferrets, to trace and
spot the guilty ones.
"Get all the information you can, and I will meet you
here in just six weeks from to-night.
"If I do not come, it will be because I am dead, or
wounded; and I shall see to it that there is one to take my
place should I fail you, for I have friends and assistant
scouts at Fort McRae.
"But I will be here if possible, and, should we m~et
meanwhile, elsewhere, do not appear to know me, unless
1 first recognize you.".
"We won't, sir; but you will know us by the silver star
yo11 sec we wear on our hats."
"Yes, I will not forget my Fighting Five, and let me
warn you that you must be ready for serious work when
•
I return.
horses and weapons; don't neglect
best
your
"Have
upon the lasso as a most effective
look
I
for
your lariats,
when skillfully handled.
weapon
and dangerous
"Have your supplic.>s near to get at in a moment of time,
for, when I put in an appearance, I will have done some
ferret work on my own account, and when I want you it
will be like the Texan and his gun-want you bad.
"But I notice quite a party of horsemen coming up the
valley, and, as I do not care to be seen by them, I must be
off.
''Remember, six weeks from to-night, if you do not
hear from me sooner.
"Good-by, boys!" and, with a quick step, Buffalo Bill
reached his horse, leaped into his saddle, turned into the
timber, ·and disappeared at a gallop, leaving the five
young fighters speechless with admiration and joy at
their good luck in having for their ally their hero of
heroes.
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CHAPTE R VI.
THf; LAST OF HlS RA CE.

The scout had been gone five minutes before ai;y one of
the five spoke.
Each one was too deeply impressed by all that happened-'-th e wiping out of the Bainbridge home and dwellers, and the meeting with Buffalo Bill; th eir food for reflection kept them silent.
·
In the meantime, the party of horsemen now coming
up the valley had drawn nearer; they were a score in
number, and were riding rapidly.
The boys knew them as the ranchers and cowboys hastening to the scene after the warning spread by the four
companions of Bird Bainbridge , for so the popular youth
was called by the cowboys, though his real name was
Burr.
There were old men and young ranch owners and cowboys in the cavalcade. They were coming to see what
harm had been done, and if Indians were 'really raiding
the upper encl of the vall ey.
All knew the Bainbridge home as the best in the valley.
f-Tr. Bainbridg e had moved there from a Texas ranch.
He was in fairly good circumstan ces when he came, so
had made himself and family most comfortable.
He had a good band of ponies, a large herd of cattle, a
hundred acres of land under use or cultivation, so there
was the appearance of substantial and prosperous home
upon all about him.
It was said that he had left a fine ranch in T exas, selliqg out at a sacrifice for cash to move up into New Mexico, thougli. just why, no one could tell, for little really
was known of his actual history.
He ·was a handsome man of forty-five, and his wife was
a· beautiful woman, while their two sons, Burr and
Sammy, were bright, handsome, daring boys, w110 had
been we11 bro·u ght up and well taught by 'their parents,
both ·of whom were people of education and refinement.
The)' had brought with them th e old negro, Peter, and
his wife, Jinnie, as also the two cowboys, who worked
upon the ranch in Texas.
• When settling there. Mr. · Bainbridge had en'1ployed a
number of men to build his house and outbuildings, fence
in his fields,. clear the land and put it in grain, paying
them liberally for their work, which few of the widelyscattered settlers could do.
•
If there was a skeleton in the closet of the Bainbridg
e
home, as was hinted in Meadowla nd Valley, no one had
been found to unearth it, nor to ascertain just what it
was.
All understood that there was some mystery in the
lives of the Bainbridge family, sofne special cause for
their leaving Texas; but neither the two young sons, the

'l

neg roes, or the cowboys, had ever given the secret awa',,
if there was one, and they knew it.
Still, the family was popular with all, and, when Bird
Bainbridge bad organized the small band of ranchers'
sons of about his own age, as the Silver Star Scouts, to
protect the valley from -a raid, all tbe settlers had been
glad of it, and especially as the gallant lads had rendered
most excellent service on more than one occasion.
All the youths were dead shots, could throw a lCj.sso
with great skill, ride anything in the shape of a horse, and
had the pluck of true border boys to back up their accomplishments.
They never had given a false alarm-nev er cried "Injnn !" when there was no "Injun"-a nd, under their able
young leader and trainer, had become great favorites, and
were most thoroughly trusted.
The Bainbridge home was delig htfully situated-t he
large cabin,. encircled by piazzas, standing upon a hill, at
the edge of some fine timber, and with a large creek running near.
A grand view was obtainable down the valley, and of
the lands where the cattle grazed.
It was well furni shed for a frontier home, and happiness seemed to dwell there, in spite of the haunted, anxious look that ever seen1ed to r'est in the eyes of Burr
Bainbridge t}:ie senior.
In one fell swoop this ideal frontier home had been
wiped out.
Not only had the dwelling, but the outbuildings, been
left in ashes, while, as narrated, the bodies of the ranchero, his ..wife, little son, and four faithful servitors had
been left dead amid the ruins.
The boy who remained, as far as all others knew, was
the last of his race, the sole survivor: of · Bon~ventura
Ranch, as- Mr. Bainbridge had called his ne\v hot!:,
Amid this scene of rapine and ruin, of deadly hate and
vengeance, the Fighting Five stood, as the settlers dashed
up the valley.
The horsemen, as they came in at a foll gallop, drew
their horses to a walk as they came first upon the two
cowbqys lying dead by the side of the trail.
·'The1i the bodies of the negroes were seen, and, as the
men dre\~ nearer, their hats were doffed, their heads bared
in the presence of the dead rancher, his wife and little .·
Sammy ..
Not a word was spoken, as they drew rein and confront.ed the sole survivor of the once happy and prosperous home, until at last a white-haired settler cried, with
choking voice :
"My God! All !?2ne !
0
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• "My boy, the reel fiends have dealt yon a cruel, a merciless, blow.
"Heaven have mercy upon yon, for human sympathy
cannot console for such as this."

CHAPTER VII.
LASSO SOL'S ACCUSATION.

•

"Where are the red fiends · that did this?
"Yon, Bird Bainbridge, are a good trailer ; you have
been the sufferer; and, boy though you are, I, for one, will
follow your lead to avenge those yon loved."
The speaker, one of the settlers, spoke in .quivering
voice. His hair and beard were iron gray; age was in his
frame; yet he avowed his purpose to follow a boy's lead.
"And I will go, too," cried another, and along the line
ran the cries :
"Count on me with yon, Bird, to the end !"
"Me, too, boy pard !"
"I am another !"
"Not a man can back down with this sight before his
eyes."
"Hooray for our young capta~n !"
So the offers of aid were volunteered. The brave boy
was touched deeply, and hi s lips quivered with repressed
emotion.
But it was time now for action, not tears.
The first terrible blow at the discovery of the dead was
over. There could be nothing more to come to hin.1 then,
he knew.
Whatever he felt, no Fnatter how his heart was torn, he
would be a man.
"My friends, I thank you all, and if some of those not
so well '\ble to stand a hard ride will remain to 'care for
my ~ad, I will be glad to have those who will go with
me td'follow on the trail of those whose deed of death is
before you," and the youth spoke in a manly and firm
tone, while his four imn;1ediate pards looked at him with
surprise, in the face of what Buffalo Bill had told them.
Bird Bainbridge saw their looks', and said, in a low
tone:
/
''We must know where this trail leads, for that is our
first duty."
The justice of this the other boys saw" and it was decided that ten of the best-mounted and hardiest of men
should accompany the five youths on the trail., the halfscore others remaining behind to go into camp there, send
for aid to the other ranches, and prepare for the burial of
the dead on the morrow.
"But there was some one here with you, for we saw
him ride off <]Uick as we came 11p." said one of the settlers,
a man who dwelt alone in his cabin and had a few cattle
he herded.
Q
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In the settlement he was known as Lasso Sol, and by
no other name, while he was said to have been a guide
and hunter.
He was a large man, quick in his actions, had a stern,
hard face, and was admitted to be the best hand with a
liariat on the border, and he had been the one to give the
five Silver Star scouts tlfeir lessons in throwing of the
rope.
But all in the valley rath er feared Lasso Sol than liked
him, and his question as to who was the horseman who
had ridden off as they approached caused several others
to call out:
'
"Yes, who was he, boys?"
As spokesman for the Fighting Five, Bird Bainbridge
replied:
"He was Buffalo Bill, chief of scouts in the army, and
he was bearing important dispatches to Fort McRae.
"He was in a hurry, or would have stopped longer. "
"All a lie, young pard, fer Buffalo Bill don't come down
into this country, and I'll bet my guns and horse that he
were a renegade white man, who led the In juns here, and
th en sneaked back ter see how well he had done ther biz.
"He's no more Buffalo Bill than I is, and my guns and
horse says so."
"I'll take you up at that bet, Lasso Sol," hotly said Bird
Bainbridge, to the surprise of all, while one cried:
"There, Lasso Sol, it's buck or back now. Prove he
hain't Buffalo Bill or pay up."
"I'll win 111 y bet.
"Here, Reddy, I wants you, and you too, Barney, ter
go with me and rope thet fine feller in, and show he's
what I says he is."
"Would you go and take men with you, Lasso Sol,
when every man is needed now to go on the trail or remain here, and do his duty to the dead?" said the elder
settler, reproachfull y, and who, next to .Mr. Bainbridge,
had been looked upon as a leader in the valley, for the
slain rancher was the acknowledge d head of the settlement."
" Let them as wants ter go on ther trail on a fool's errand and them as wants ter stay here do so; but I kno\'·s
my business, and I says thet feller as ran away was a
repegade white man, 'vvl10 led them Injuns, and I goes ter
bring him back, and you, Reddy and Barney, goes with
me, so git inter saddles and come rig ht along," and Lasso
Sol tu~1ed toward his horse, the two men named doing
likewise, while some of the settlers expressed their regret
that the force should be .divided.
But Lasso Sol was determined to have his way, and he
rode off on the trail of Buffalo Bill, followed by Reddy .
. and Barney, who seemed to enjoy going after one man
much more than pursuing a band of Indians.
And , with a !!lance at his dead, a sad, silent farewell,
I
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Bird Bainbrid ge also rode away with his men, but not
until he had whispere d to one of his Five, Seth Saun·
ders:
" You know how you 2an head Buffalo Bill off, so drop
off after we start, take the short cut, and tell him that
Lasso Sol is on his trail."

'
CHAPT ER VIII.
BUFFALO BILL' S DISGUISE.

\.\Then Buffalo Bill rode away, at sight of the band of
horsemen coming up the valley, he entered a thick belt of
timber, and kept in its hadow, though the main trail ran
in the open as far as the eye could reach.
The scout appeared anxious to avoid being seen by the
horsemen, and he then made a wide flank movemen t by
way of the timber and came out into a trail a couple of
miles from the Bainbrid ge ranch.
In the Meadowl and Valley the ranches were aH on the
north side, close under the mountain ranges, to protect
them from the cold northers when they blew.
The main trail ran down the valley, therefore , nearer
the northern side, and across to the other range were
miles of open pasture land.
Close in under the southern range there was plenty of
timber land, and a deer trail led through it.
Into this trail Buffalo Bill made his way, as though to
avoid being seen by any of the cowboy~ minding cattle
in thi s valley.
He seemed anxious to avoid each and every ranch, and
was going along at a slow canter, as though anxious to
make up for hi s del ay at the Bainbrid ge ranch, when he
saw ahead of him in the trail the tall form of a redskin.
The Indian stood upright, his arms folded upon his
broad breast, and his eyes fastened upon the scout, though
not with hostile intent.
He was almost deYoid of clothing, being attired in only
the breech clout, moccasins, and a head dress of eagle
plumes.
like
'His large arms and bodv. were bare, and shone
I
.
brdnze as the sunshine fell upon hinf where he stood.
He wore a red sash about his waist, and in it, in front,
were stuck a knife and a revolver, the only weapons he
seemed to possess.
"Why, it is the Tonca chief, Lone Buffalo, and he has
recognized me, or he would not stand there," said Buffalo
Bill, as he recogniz~ d the waiting redskin.
Drawing nearer to him, the scout called out:
" Ho, Lone Buffalo, I am glad to see my red brother !'.'
"Tonca chief glad to meet great white chief.
" Lone Buffalo see him come, and wait-me got tell
somethin g."

The scout grasped the hand of the Indian, who seeme~
pleased at the meeting, and said:
"The Tonca is my friend, I know; but does he still live
apart from his people, alone in the mountain s, as he did
when I met him a year ago?"
"Tonca chief live all alone; hide his face from his people.
" Where White Buffalo go?"
"To the fort."
"Me go, too." •
" Then I shall have company ; but where is your pony?"
"He there, with rifle," and the Indian led the way
through the timber for several hundred yards, to whern
a large roan mustang was staked out, and a saddle, bridle
,and rifle lying near.
"Me stop rest pony; see white chief way up trail, go to
meet him."
Again Buffalo Bill expressed his pleasure at meeting
the Tonca chief, for he knew well the true worth of the
lone redskin.
Once, a couple of years ago, when scouting with some
cavalry, he had made a dash into a village of Comanches,
and rescued the Tonca, just as his captors were going to
torture him to death.
The Tonca was released by the scout, an& from that
day became the devoted friend of the palefaces.
Learning that the chief's tribe had captured an officer
and two troopers some months after, Buffalo Bill had
boldly entered the Indian village at night, disguised as a
redskin, and, seeking the tent of the Tonca, had asked
him to release the paleface prisoners.
The Tonca at once went to the tepee, where they w~re,
under the guard of a brave, led them to where he had left
the scout, and told him to take them with him, and that
they would find ponies in the valley.
This act made his people furious, and for a while his
life was in danger; but he had been a great <;hief, ·had
served them well, and, after a council, he was told to go
to the mountain s, and dwell alone.
This was his punishme nt, and he was told to hide his
face from his people, and remain a redskin hermit until
the chiefs of his tribe sent for him to return to them.
\i\Tith a sad heart, he obeyed the sentence put upon him,
and sought a · home in the depths of the mountain s, becoming known to whites and redskins as the Lone Buffalo.
But the lone Indian hermit was not idle in his solitude,
for, the 1rienc! still of the palefaces, he had several times
warned the settlemen t of danger from Apaches, had
given his own people a warning of an attack by foes, an<l
had taken news to the fort of hostile bands upon the .
warpath, and an intended · raid by outlaws upon the
stages.

•
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_· ow, when he said that he had "somet hing to tell,"
Buffalo Bill was anxiou s to learn what it wa_s, knowin g
that the lone chief was his fast friend.

CHAP TER IX.
THE

CHIE F'S STORY .

Lone Buffalo, having bridled and s~ddled his horse,
and mounted, rode alongside of the scout, as he once more
resumed his way to the fort.
"vVhat ·has my red brother to tell?" asked the scout,
having ridden for nearly a mile in silence, for he knew
the Indian nature too well to show any anxiety regardi ng
the communication he had to make.
After a moment, the Tonca said:
"Heap bad paleface, paint like Indian, get ready make
war on good · paleface in valley.
''So many," and he held up his fingers until he told off
twenty.
"Ah ! the outlaws, disguised as Indians , are to make a
raid· upon the settlements in this valley, chief?"
The Indian nodded.
"\Vhen ?"
"One sleep-.''.
"To-nig ht, that means? "
Again a nod.
"vVhere are they ?"
"Up mounta in."
·."Mou ntain robbers ?"
Again a nod.
"How did the chief find out?"
"Hide ~n tree, bad paleface coir.e and camp and have
pow-wow.
":i:.,9ne Buffalo stay in tree two sleeps, get heap tired,
but bad paleface camp and camp. .
"Then go, and Lone Buffalo come to tepee, get.pon y,
and ride to tell palefaces and chief at fort; se.e great white
Buffalo come, was so glad."
Buffalo Bill underst ood the broken story of the Indian
perfectly.
He read that he had seen a band of outlaws coming,
had climbed a tree to hide from them,' and they had gone
into~ camp right there, remain ing for two days,
and he
had been unable to come down off ·his perch.
That he had heard the outlaws ' plan to disguise themselves as Indians and attack the settlement of Meadow land Valley.
\Vhen; at last, they had broken camp, the chief had hastened, as.- well as h!s crampe d limbs would allow him to
do so, to his lone camp, gotten his pony, and was going
first to· warn the settlement, then to inform the comma nd-.
ant at the fort.

Seeing hi~, Buffalo Bill, coming, he had waited to tell
him.
Thinki ng it over calmly, the scout knew that the chief
ha_d seen just what_he said he had, but .he felt certain that
he had gotten the night of the attack wrong.
He questioned the Lone Buffalo as to what the outlaws
had clone _while in the camp, and, when told that they
were "makin g Indians of themselves," the scout was certain that tlie band was the one that had attacke d the Bainbridge ranch.
Either the chief misund erstood the time set for the raid,
or the outlaws had attacke d a night sooner than at first
intended.
If they had .also intende d raiding the valley, they had
contented themselves with the destruc tion of the Bonaventura Ranch, and the killing of all who dwelt there,
save Bird Bainbridge, the young Silver Star Scout.
Finding just where the outlaw s had camped, and kept
him up · a tree, the scout was convinced that the chief~
party of "bad palefaces" and those who had left death antl
ruin behi1'1c1 them at the Bainbr idge home were one and
the same.
Coming down the mounta in canyons from his lone tepee
the Indian hermit would not have discovered the ' burning barns, and, striking l\Ieadowland Valley miles below
Bonave ntura Ranch, he was going to give warnin g at the
first cabiff of what might be looked for, and then hasten
on to the fort, in the hope that a troop of rangers might
head off the outlaws before they could escape with their
plunder.
"The Lone Buffalo is the brother o.f the palefaces, aRd
I will tell the great chief all he has done.
"Bltt the Lone Buffalo does not know that the bad paiefaces attacke d the settlem ent one sleep sooner, an·d last
night: killed ar;d· destroy ed the barns at the head of this
valley.
"Then the bad palefaces fled back toward the mountain, but the white braves of the valley will go on their_
trail."
The Indian was surpris ed at what he heard, but did
not doubt the scout, who continu ed:
"I want the Lone Buffalo to tell me if he knows ariy
one of the bad palefac es?"
"rd e know --" and he held up three fingers, to denote
that he knew that many of the outlaw band.
"Good!
"Kow, I wish the Lone Buffalo to do someth ing for
n1e."
The chief seemed pleased at this, and nodded in the
affi.rmative, showin g that he was tnost willj11g.
"The Lone Buffalo must take the trail of the bad palefaces, and find out just where they go, and, if they· have
a retreat.
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"When the chief knows, let him meet me at the Deep
Spring, on the Zuni Plateau, six sleeps from now."
"Chief know-he be there."
"All right. I shall be returning by the Zuni trail, by
way of Fort Tule Rosa and Fort Wingate, and will bring
the Lone Buffalo heap things for himself."
"Lone Buffalo glad.
"He take trail of bad paleface now."
But, as he spoke, a horse and rider suddenly dashed out
into the trail several hundred yards ahead of them, and
they came to a quick halt.
CHAPTER

x. ·

rHE'.' WARNING OF THE SILVER STAR.

The horseman, who so suddenly dashed into the t;ail
ahead of Buffalo Bill and the Indian chief, drew rein, as
though to await the coming of the scout.
His appearance did not indicate hostility until he saw
the Indian with the scout.
This he had not at first seen, evidently, for he turned,
as though to dash away and halfway made a motion as
though to bring his rifl e round for use.
The scout, however, recognized at a glance who it was
that thus crossed his path.
He saw that the horse was panting, as though hard
ridden , and he recognized the rider as one of the Five he
had parted from but a short while before.
Seeing that the young scout of the Silver Star did not
seem to understand the presence of the Indian with him,
and whom he doubtless did not know as a friend of the
palefaces, Buffalo Bill waved his hand, and called out:
" H ello, my Silver Star pard ! How did you manage
to head me off so quickly?"
The youth returned the wave of the scoufs hand, and,
as the latter drew up to where he was, said:
"Does the redskin speak English, sir?"
"Yes, but he is my friend, and yours. It is the Tonca,
known as the Redskin Hermit."
"Yes, I have heard of him, sir."
"I met him a while since as I now do you, and we are
old friends.
"He was on his way to warn the settlement in the valley of the raid of last night, but supposed it \>Vas to be
made to··night, and he tells me they were all white men
disguised as redskins.
"Lone Buffalo, this is my young friend, Silver Star,
and I want my red brother to know him."
"Lone Buffalo glad to know young brave," and he
held out his hand, which Seth Saunders warmly grasped,
after '~ hat he had been told by ~he scout of the Indian's
intention to warn the settlers of danger.
Then he said:
0
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"But I mnst talk quick sir, for I have no tima to lose.
" Bird Bainbridge, our leader, you know, sir, told me to
come on and warn you of danger."
"Thank him, and you, also, my young friend, but .what
danger threaten;; me now?"
"vVhy, sir, the men who came were the settlers, and
they saw you ride away, so Lasso Sol said you were the
'renegade chief who led the attack last night on the Bainbridge ranch, and were not Buffalo Bill, and he called
upon two of the cowboys of his stripe to come after you,
and make you a prisoner."
" Indeed !"
"Yes, sir; but the other settlers urged him not to do
so, and a dozen went off with Bird and the rest of our
Five, to follow the trail of the raiders.
"Then Bird told me to cut through the valley timber,
hecrd you off, and tell you what Lasso Sol saia, and that
he, Barney and Reddy were on your trail, and they were
very' dangerous men."
Not a muscle of Buffalo Bill's face changed as he listen ed to th e youth, and when he had heard all that he had
to tell , he held forth his hand, and said :
"I thank you, and I wish you to avoid these men, and
return to your young leader.
"Tell him that I will heed his warning to the extent
that I will take good care of myself, and Lone Buffalo is
with me to help me out.
"Also teii'him that I shall act only in self-defense, not
wishing to harm any settler in the val!ey.
" Remember what I told you about meeting you at the _
appointed time, and let me tell you that Lone Buffalo here
is our friend, and may be with me when I come to meet
you.
"Now, hurry off the trail, so that these men will not see
you, for it is best that they should not."
The youth was of the same opinion, and, with a wave
of th.e hand to the scout and the Indian, he wheeled his
horse and dtshed away, soon disappearing in the timber.
"Now, Lone Buffalo, we will go on our •way quietly,
and decide what is best to do when they overtake us."
"Lone Buffalo know," was the laconic response of the
Indian, and the two rode on their way once more.
The warning of Seth Saunders, that Lasso Sol and two
men of his stripe were coming after him, to capture him,
set the scout to thinking, though it did not disturb him in
the least.
He did not believe the man thought he was a renegade,
but, having heard his name, he was doubtless some old
foe of his, who sought that opportunity to square any
grudge he might have against him, or think he had.
If he could make him appear as a renegade, the settlers,
in the humor they would naturalfy be after the scenes they
•<id come upon, would soon make short work of them.
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"\Ve •mtlst not kill them, Lone Buffalo, but beat then:
Bird was intent. his face stern, and he rode almost as
off in some way and only, if it cannot be avoided, draw thongh his whole thought was upon the work in
hand.
on them," and the scout spoke 1:ather to himself than to
All of the settlers who were following him had pitied
the Indian; but the latter understood that he must not kill · him greatly, and \vould have fought to the
death for him
a white man, save in defense of his ovvn life.
then and there.
Bird Bainbridge did not have his thoughts on the pursuit, however.
He followed the trail mechanically , for he seemed to
CHAPTER XI.
feel its uselessness .
THE n!ESSENGER's REPORT.
His thoughts were on the dead, upon the once happy
It was \Yith a feeling of almost despondency that Bird home, and then would turn to a scene he could readil y
Bainbridge rode away upon the trail of the men who had imagine as happening far back clown the valley-the attack of Lasso Sol upon Buffalo Bill.
murdered his famil v and left his home in ruins .
He anxiously awaited for the coming after them of
He believed in Buffalo Bill implicitly, and felt that it
Seth
Satmders, and hoped that he had not missed finding
would clo no good, as the raiders had been white men, to
the
scout.
follow them.
It soon began to grow too dark to follow the trail furIf Indians, they might, loaded clown with plunder, as
ther,
and a camping-pla ce was sought.
they \\"Ould be, possibly be overtaken and punished.
The
poor youth looked with terrible dread at what the
But white men had planned for their escape, beyond
night
would
be to him, with all its bitter memories.
doubt, before corning upon their fiendish errand.
If
Seth
Saunders
would only come and assure him at
Then, too, the stand taken by Lasso Sol against Buffalo
least that Buffalo Bill was safe.
Bill had been such that all of the Five feared the result.
If he did not come within the next half hour of light,
They knew Lasso Sol as a man whose past was not
he
would not be able to find them, for he would not be
open f<;>r inspection, and he had the name of being in hidable
to push on at night, for fear of leaving the trail.
ing in the valley.
At last, a camping-pl2 ce was found, the horses were
I Ie was a dangerous man, too, and no one had ever
stripped of their saddles and staked out, fires were built,
doubted his bravery.
•
The way he could l:andle his lasso was a marvel, and and supper was cooking, wh en suddenly throngh the
darkness the rapid c12tter of hoofs was heard.
that it was ·a deadly weapon in his hancls, all knew.
A moment after, Seth Saunders dashed into the circle
The Five also were aware that both Barney and Reddy
had been hard citizens before coming to i\iearlowland Val- of firelig ht, his horse looking as though hare! ridden.
ley .
"I was just g·oing into camp away over on the hill,
They had been under the tuition of Lasso Sol in the use when I saw your firelight, and came on. ·
of a :-r>pe, :rnd were his pa!ticular chums.
''Yo u pushed on at a good gait, Bird," he said.
\Vi th three such men going on the trail of Buffalo Bill,
"Yes; but I am so glad that you have come," and, lead it was no wonder that the Five were anxious about him. ing his pard to one side, while 1\ick \Valter, one of the
Being accused of having been the man who led the. In- Five, took care of the tired horse, Bird asked, quickly:
dians against &t:he Dain bridge home, this act st<trnping him
"Diel you find him, Seth?"
as a renegade white man, each one of the Silver Stars
"Yes; headed him off ten miles down the valley."
could readily understand that the settlers would make
'· \ Vhat did he say? ..
short work cif the scout if he could not prove he was, in'·He thanked you and i11e, and did not seem in the least
deed, Buffalo Dill.
di~turbed . "
And conk! he prove it?
"Dut I tell you, Bird, I had a scare; in fact, two of
That was the question that worried Bird Bainbridge them."
and his pards.
"How?"'
It was this, also, that aclclcd to the deep feeling of gloon,
''\Vhen I foun(l him, he had an Indian with him, and
resting upon the young rancher, who had, in a few short for a moment I thought Lasso Sol might
be right; that
honrs, bee1; left an orphan and homeless.
he was not Buffalo Bill, but a renegade, and I would have
Riding direct to where he could pick up the trail of the to fight for life; but Lasso Sol is away off, for he
is the
raiders, Bird Bainbridge did so, and the party pressed on great scout, and the one with him was the Indian
Hermit,
at a canter.
Lone Buffalo, and his friend."
They wished to go as far as possible on their way beAnd Seth went on to tell all that occurred at his meetfore night came on.
ing with the scout.

•
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CHAPTER XII.
AN OATH OF REVENGE.

A great load seemed lifted from the breast of Bird
Bainbridge when he heard the report of his messenger,
and how he had warned the scout and found the Lone
Buffalo with him.
" I don't feel anxious about him now, Seth; but what
was the other scare you said you had received?"
"Oh, yes.
"Whv I rode into a brook to water my horse, and it
was so. ;hallow he moved up the stream some fifty feet,
among the bushes.
"Well, I had hardly gotten into a pool for the horse to
drink from, when I heard hoofs, and the next instant
Lasso Sol and hi s two pals clashed by.
"I heard him swear at his horse for wishing to stop to
drink, and then call out that they dared not halt, or they
.
would not head the scout off at the cliff."
"They intend to ambush him there?"
"Yes, they did intend to, but he was right near the cliff
when I met him, so they came out behind him and failed."
."Good !"
"And they cannot head him off anywhere else, but will
.
pick up his trail there, and follow him."
put him
you
since
Seth,
now,
me,
scare
not
does
"That
on hi s guard.
"But it was a close shave for you, for had Lassq Sol
suspected your errand I do believe he would have killed
you."
''I am sure of ic, and when I rode back to the ford and
looked up among the willows I saw that only their not
looking that way saved me.
"But now you must get some supper and go to sleep,
for you look haggard, pard."
B.ird Bainbridge forced himself to eat something, and
then retired to his blankets.
But when the camp was in slumber he arose, went to
where the sentinel was on duty, and told him to turn in,
saying: "I can't sleep, l\1r. Denny, and you can."
At dawn the party were in the saddle, having been
awakened by the young sentinel in time to have breakfast
and get ready to start as soon as the trail could be seen.
It was evident that the raiders had been so loaded down
with plunder from the ranch that they had been unable
to travel rapidly.
Just as the trail began t6 look so fresh that even Bird
had hope of coming up with them soon, a halt was called.
All could see that there the pursuit must end, for the
large trail branched• off into a score or more.
Not one of the trails showed more than four horses,
and from that point all knew it was useless to go further.
But Bi rd Bainpridge, though giving .ip all hope of
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overtaking the raiders, called his immediate pards about
him, and said :
"Boys, you know that I must return now to see my
people buried this evening, but we must not give up the
trail here, so I am going to ask you to each one take a
trail and follow it.
"Drop out as we turn back, so as not to attract attention, and follow your trails until night, and then make
toward a common center, and see if you have made any
important discovery.
"I will start back this way as soon as the funeral is
over, and will take a trail that you have not, for I will see
your tracks, and I will find you .
" If not, I wi11 go to our old camp in the Little Colorado River, and you do the same, so that will be our meeting-place.
"You remember, it is at Deep Spring, near the Arizona
line."
With these instructions to his .Silver Star pards, Bird
Bainbridge turned the settlers on the homeward trail.
They had not gone very far when he saw that his four
young pards had dropped out, and then he said that the
others could ride at their leisure, but that he would push
ahead rapidly.
All knew his reason well, and a few sought to keep up
with his pace, to all be at the sad scene of the bu6al at
Bonaventura Ranch.
But the anxio~1s boy soon dropped each one behind him.
and at last, just after the sun had disappeared, he rode
over the range and looked clown into the valley.
He saw campfires about the spot where his home had
been, and knew that the settlers were there, and that they
were waiting for hi!'n.
1
As he rode down the trail into the valley, the full moon
peered over the mountain range and lighted up the scene
in silvery beauty.
Drawing near to the now sad scene for him, he drew
his tired-out horse to a walk, and slowly approached the
spot.
Still nearer he came, and, slipping from his saddle, he
approached on foot, with head U!1covered and bent, for
the moonlight shone full upon a scene that then and there
indelibly stamped itself in heart and brain.
In a little grove of scatter ed cedars, upon the bank of
the creek, was a group of nearly half a hundred people,
men and women.
They stood in a circle, about some newly-dug graves,
three in number, and by the side of· which stood ruclelymacle coffins.
There was one large grave for the ranchero, his wife
and little Sam.
Another was for the two cowboys, a third for the old
negro man and woman.
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It was a pitiable, terrible scene.
The kind settlers, with tear-stained faces, had waited
until the last for the return of the stricken youth.
But, as he came not, the last sad rites must be performed.
A prayer fell from the lips of one settler, and as it
ended the sweet-toned voices of women rose in music, the
men joining in, and

danger of a raid, and to put up a small cabin for Bird
Bainbridge, who was determined to still make his home
there. ·
But the youth was not to be found, and the storekeeper
from down the \!alley, who had come up with his supply
wagon, reported that he had bought a large quantity of
provisions and ammunition from him, some extra blankets, and other things, and had ridden away about dawn.

"Rock of Ages, Cleft for Me," swelled upward in a

The cowboy guarding the ponies reported that he had

volume of melody.
Within the cir<:f e suddenly crept the youth, and, dropping upon his knees by the side of his mother's coffin, he
buried his face in his hands, while the voices sang on.
Th~n the melody was hushed, and 'an saw the boy's
'right hand raised on high ; his lips muttered, as though
in prayer, but one who stood nearest to him said that it
was an oath of vengeance.

come to the herd before daybreak, and had taken two of
the best animals there, saying that he was going off on a
long trail.
·
It was useless to go after him, for all knew that he
woulci not return until he had accomplished the task he
had_set himself to do, whatever that was, and so the kind
settlers had their breakfast, and then went to work with a
will.
Every piece of the charred timber of the cabin and outbuildings was burned up, and, with a lot of lumber Mr.
Bainbridge had had already cut for future improvements
on hi s ranch, a good two-room cabin was built for the
lone youth.
,;
A stockade was also put up, with newly-cut timber, and
contributions of household furniture were sent down by
the settlers, until Bird Bainbridge would find a comfortable, well-furnished cabin upon his return.
After several days of hard work, the task was completed, and the kind settlers departed, leaving two volunteer cowboys in charge ..
But then arose a deep anxiety for Bird Bainbridge and
his pards, for not one of them had put in an appearance.
\Vhere had they gone, and where were they? was the
question all asked.
And, more, what had become of Lasso Sol and his two
companions, who had gone after the scout, whom he denounced as a renegade and the leader of the redskin raiders, whom all believed to have made the attack on Bonaventura Ranch ?
It seemed strange that neither Lasso Sol nor either of
bis two comaades had returned in the four days that had
passed since they had gone on the trail of the scout.
They were known to be men who stayed close at their
homes, and why had they not returned?
Had the scout proved too much for the trio?
Had he discovered their pursuit of him, and led them
into an ambush?
It certainly looked most mysterious that at just such a
time eight persons were missing from the ·valley-Sol and
his two companions and the Fighting Five.
Just what it meant, no one in Meadowland Valley could
comprehend.

CHAPTER XIII.
THE

MISSING

ONES.

In silent sympathy the kind-hearted settlers joined
around the brave youth, as the last shovelful of earth was
placed 0ver the graves of his dead, for words were useless
then in consolation.
But from one and all came the warm '"elcome to him,
if he would enter their homes and let it be his.
"I thank you, oh, so much, one and all.
"But I shall remain right here.
"The cattle are to be cared for, you know, and my boy
pards will help build a cabin, and this will still be my
home.
,
"I will not be alone, you know, for the dead will be
here__.:_the graves."
: How every heart bled for the poor youth. and how they
urged him to go with them.
But he was firm in his determination to remain, and
told how the raiders would soon be back, and his four
pards would remain. for a while with him, after the Five
had come back from a scout they intended making.
Most .of the settlers; then rode away for their homes
down the valley, but some remained, and two cowboys
were appointe~ to remain at the ruined ranch and care
for the cattle and horses, while others said the · trailer's
would btiild stockades and get things in shape again.
One by one the trailers dropped in, all tired out, and
when dawn came all were there, save the four young
scouts of the Silver Star, who had gone off on the mission their leader had sent them.
There were a dozen men ready to go to work when day
came, in clearing away the ruins, rebuilding the stockades
into which to drive the horses and cattle, when there was
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CHA;?,T ER XIV.
LA SSO SOL FINDS HIS GAME .

oner, I guesses we kin make tarms with him that will
make us three rich-see ?"
"How's that?" asked Reddy.
"Jist this way-that he's a rich man, and \Vill give up
big money to go free, and after we has got it, then we
kin do ther killin', if we wants ter."
"Thet's a good game."
" It is so.
"B ut, suppose he hain't a renegade, but Buffalo Bill, as
ther kids said he wus ?" Reddy asked .
" Vile hain 't takin' his word fer thet, with proof ag'in'
him."
"What proof, Pare! Sol?" cautiously asked Reddy.
"\Vhy, ther murder of them people last night, plunderin' the~ homes, and burning of 'em, while he sets his
Injun allies again' back to ther village, and he hangs
around to see what another raid is worth .to him. '
''Then, his runnin' away when ·he sees· us comin', and,
more than that, bein' j'ined on ther trail by an Injun, fer
thet pony hain't rid by any white man."
This alleged proof of the scout's guilt seemed to be accepted by Barney without discussion, but R eddy again

Lasso Sol and his comrades knew the Meadowland Valley well , and, if Buffalo Bill foilowed the regular trail
down it, they felt sure of overtaking hitn.
They were in too great haste to catch him to take his
trail and stick to it.
Then, if he saw them com ing, they felt sure he would
take to flig ht, and they might not be able to overtake .him,
well mounted thoug h they were.
So they determined to "cut corners" where they could,
get ahead of him, and ambush him at a point where there
was :i high cliff and the trail, thr~ ugh the nature of the
country, ran through a narrow grove, the very place for
an ambush.
So, on they dashed, as soon as they had seen the tracks
left by the scout's horse, to where they saw them els ~ 
vvhere.
They kept to the timber, through thickets and among
fo.othills, in the valley, and at last came out in the trail
where they wished to ambush the scout.
T hey felt confident that they had gotten <j.head of him, asked:
and were pushing hard when they crossed the shallow
''Yes, but ef he should prove ter be Buffalo Bill, Pard
stream where Seth Saunders had seen them.
But, not suspecting that a messenger of warning had Sol r"
"He can't prove it ef I says he hain't, fer I knovvs Bufalready gotten ahead of them, they knew not of his pres.
falo .13ill better than I does both of yer."
ence near them.
see
to
dismay,
But, what was their su rp rise, and almost
This seemed to be satisfactory evidence, even to ~eddy,
that the hoof tracks showed that .the scout had alread v and he said:
passed their intended place of ambush.
"That settles it.
And there was another thing that they did not like,
"But no g uns is ter be used, yer say?"
andrthaf was the discovery that he was not alone, for they
"No."
saw un shod hoof tracks along with those of the scout's
"\Nhat. then?"
horse.
"You kin handle yer lariats 111 great shape, and you
This, to their minds, was proof positive that the scout
was accompan ied by an Indian.
knows what I can do. "
\\Thatever Lasso Sol r eally believed as to the one he fol"We'll ride on after him, pertend ter be friends, s!ing
could
he
all
did
he
renegade,
a
or
Bill
Buffalo
being
lowed
our lassoes when up, and we've got him _fast. "
to impress upon hi s companions that this finding of the
"But ther In jun?"
tracks of an unshod horse with those of the animal ridden
"One of us must rope him, too, so you do that, Barby the scout, was undeniable proof that he was in league
ney, ·while me and R eddy throw for ther wan we is after.
with the redsk ins.
" \Ve kin do it up prime, and you bet we'll -win this
As they had not been able to head him off at the cliff,
do
to
them
for
little game, and if it don't pan out big 'money, then I'll
and there ambush him, there was nothing
•
but pass him without being seen.
eat my lariat.."
There was no other place where they could ambush
This seemed to settle aJI satisfactorily, and a short
him , fo r they coul d not trace him without being seen.
while after, upon going over a rise, Lasso Sol called out:
'' There is one thing, pards, we must not do, and that is
" Thar's our game, pards !
w;;e our guns," said Lasso Sol.
"They is loping along, and one is a Injun.
"W hy not?" growkd Barney.
"Now, play yer cards as I tells yer, and we corral
"Well, ef he's ther renegade chief, sh.ootiri' is too good
fer him, in ther first place, and then ag'in, with )Jim a pris- our game."
I

/
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CHAPTER XV.
THE LASSO THROWERS.

nearer1 still talkinoloudly, and I now and then breaJ,;.ing .
b
•
out into a rude, boisterous laugh that was forced, t.1e
Lone Buffalo saw him take from his saddle pocket something he did not understand the nature of.
Watching with deepest interest, he saw the scout hol_d
it up in such a way that it was a foot or more from his
· face, and seemed to point it over his shoulder.
It was a small looking-glass.
Having gotten the glass to reflect the three men, who
were a hundred yards away, Buffalo Bill said, in a low
tone:
"They have no weapons drawn, but each man has his
lariat ready to throw.
"\\Then I crive the wocd. catch your rifle in the miJdle,
and thro.w \~ur arm quickly upward, and it will protect
you from the coil."
"Me know all right," answered the Indian, pleased with
the clever way he was to protect himself.
"I will use my big knife, >vhich is sharp as a razor, and
will cut the coils.
"Then we will wheel and cover those fellows with our
guns, but don't pull trigger, unless to sa;ve your life, . for
they may believe that I am a renegade.''
''Lone Buffalo know," was the laconic rejoinder of the
Indian, who understood just what the scout wished to do.
''Ho, pard, is yer deaf, dumb and blin;:l ?" called out
Lasso Sol, who had begun to be nervous as their coming
up behind had ~ttracted no attention whatever.
Neither the scout nor the Lone Buffalo paid the sEghtest attention to the question.
But the scout had his glass in hand, and, raising· it, the
situation in his rear was at once revealed.
The three men were riding abreast, but were apart, ~o
as to give the swing of their lassoes full play.
· Each man had the coil in hand, and, when Las~o S:lol's
hail brought no reply. had begun to twirl it around and
around his head, preparatory to throwing it.
But suddenly the scout let go the glass, his knife was
now in hand, his spurs tot'.1ched the flanks of his horse,
and he called out to the Indian :
"Now!"
At that moment the coils were launched by the three
pursuers, and up went the keen knife of Buffalo Bill, cutting the lassoes like strings, while Lone Buffalo caught
the noose aimed at him on the length of his rifle, and
thus prevented•it catching about his neck.

Buffalo Bill and the Indian rode quietly along until
they passed the cliff, and then the country was more open
about them.
The vallev widened a great deal, and now and then,
on their left, far in the distance and under the shelter
of the northern range, could be seen a ranch.
Occasionally a herd of cattle could be seen far away,
being driven to corral by a lone cowboy, as the rest had
gone. up the valley to the Bonaventura Ranch.
_
But the scout and the Indian rode quietly along, only
waiting for the coming of those whom Seth Saunders had
repQrted upon their trail.
This affair disposed of, the Lone Buffalo would branch
off over the range to seek his retreat in the mountains,
and then pick up the trail the scout ha<il asked him to
follow, and find out what he could regarding the raiders
of the night before.
"Coming. heap fast," said Lone Buffalo, as he loc..ked
behind and saw the three horsemen coming over the
ridge.
"Don't app,ear to see them, but look back and tell me
how many."
'
The Indian nearly covered his eyes in obeying, and held
up three fingers to show the number.
"Just what the young Silver Star said.
"Are they riding fast now?"
"Heap hurry."
"How far back?"
"T ust come over hill."
"About three-quarters of a mile, then.
"Just ride right along, Lone Buffalo, and don't appear
to notice them, or even know of their coming.
"Thev will not fire upon us, I am sure, but try to l;;sso
us, esp~cially as the leader is Lasso Sol, for that is his
wav of taking a prisoner.
,;Keep your rifle in hand, and do as I tell you ."
'"\Vhitc Chief know. Lone Buffalo do as he tell him,"
was the answer.
Buffalo Bill made no reply, and the two rode on in
silence.
Lasso Sol, not wishing to be considered an enemy until
he had proven himself one, talked loudly to his companions that they might be heard.
But the scout and the Indian did not look ba~k.
The loud talking of their pursuers, and the sound of
the falling hoofs, seemed to faU• upon deaf ears.
CHAPTER XVI.
It took nerve in both the scout and the redskin, knowCACGHT
I=" THEIR OWN TRAP.
ing that foes were upon their tracks, not to look behind
them but they had not done so since Lone Buffalo's disLasso Sol had won his name by his skill with the
cove;y of the~ when they came over the ridge ..
lariat, and few men could equal him in throwing it to
Keeping his eye upon the scout, as the three men drew ' dead center.
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He had"<l real talent that way.
Both Barney and Reddy were experts also, and the
three men had not the shadow of a doubt but that they
helc'. Buffalo Bill and the Indian as already in their power.
They intended to catch them in the toils, then make
them prisoners, and Lasso Sol had an idea of what he
then intended to do .
The fact that Buffalo Bill and the redskin had calmly
I
ridden on, unheeding their presence behind them, as
though both men were deaf, caused a feeling of uneasiness to all three.
Was there some trap set for them, and which they
could not discover?
With a desire to end the suspense, Lasso Sol gave the
word, the lassoes were thrown, and when the noose aimed
at Lone Buffalo was guarded off by the rifle, and fell
harmlessly to the ground, the two that circled over the
head of the scout were cut clean in two.
But while the three would-be captors were nonplussed
by their failure, the scout and the Indian had their wits
about them.
They wheeled their horses about, as though on a pivot,
and Buffalo Bill, with a revolver in each hand, rocle upon
the two foes nearest him.
The redskin had also whipped out his revolver, and,
grasping the rein of the horse, he rushed upon them, and
the weapon was thrust into the face of Barney.
Buffalo Bill was the spokesman, and what he said was
to the point.
" Hands up, or gb under, all of you!"
The horses of the three lasso throwers had come to a
sudden halt, as tra,ined to do, when the circle was
launched with 'tmerring aim.
The tightening of the rope would have dragged those
in the toils from their saddles.
This was what the three men expected.
Instead, with their lassoes thrown and useless, their
horses thrown back on their haunches, and revolvers cevering them, while they had not time to grasp their cwn
weapons. they were caught in the trap the scout had set
for them.
They fully realized just why their intended victims had
appeared deaf.
Lasso Sol set the example of obedience to the scout's
order to hold up their hands, with a promptness that his
followers were only too willing to follow.
Riding alongside of Lasso Sol, Buffalo Bill unbuckled
iis belt of arms, unslung his rifle, and drL>pped them
upon the ground.
T hen he went to Reddy and did the same.
Lone Buffalo followed the example of his leader with
arncy, and the three men were disarmed.
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"Well, Lasso Sol, you do not appear to recognize me?"
said Buffalo Bill, quietly.
"You is Lightning Eye, the renegade white man who is
_ chief among ther redskins," was the sullen reply.
"You know that you speak falsely, for I am as well
known to you as you are to me."
"\Vho are yer ?"
Buffalo Bill winked in a peculiar way, and replied:
'·As you might not believe me if I introduce myself
to you, I shall take you to Fort McRae with me, where
the commandant can tell you who I am."
The three men t• rned pale, for they did not know
what the result of their going there might be.
'·Say, pare\, if I has made a mistake I is awful sorry,
'deed I is! But yer see thar were a Ingin raid on our settlement last night, and seven people kilt, and ther finest
home in ther valley wiped out.
"Ther was men led by a white man, and, seeing you
ride off as we come up, we tuk after yer, fer. you may
know how bad we is feeling over thar raid. "
"Yes, but how. did yon know the Indians wer>e led by
a renegade?"
Lasso Sol's face flushed, but he answered:
"Ther Five told us."
"Who do you mean by the Five?"
"Them five boy scouts you was talkin' to when you
seen us coming."
"Did not the boy scouts tell you who I was?"
" Ko, indeed they didn't, and when we seen you with
this Ingin, we was sure you was a renegade."
"Why did you not kill us, then, when you had every opportunity to?"
"You see we wanted to take yer alive."
"I see.
"Well , I turned the tables on you, and instead of kiliing
you, take you aiive.
;'I shall take you to the fort with me.
"Lone Buffalo, just hand me up those 6elts of arms,
and I'll .tie them to my saddle."
The Indian did so.
"Now, search those three gentlemen, to see if th y have
any weapons concealed."
A revolver was taken from an inner pocket of Lasso
Sol's shirt, and handed to the scout,. who said:
"Now, tie the hands of each man behind him, and make
the rope fast to his saddle horn."
This the Indian did with skill and despatch.
CHAPTER XVII.
A BLOW FOR FREEDOM.

Covering the three prisoners with his revolver, Buffalo
Bill watched the redskin secure them beyond all possibility
of escape.
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"I do not ask you to.
Then he took his lariat and ran it from bit to bit of
"I intend to convince you."
their three horses and made the other end fast to his sad"You wants ter hang us."
dle, so that the animals would lead in single file behind
· "What for ?"
him.
"For revenge, 'cause we thought you was a renegade."
This done, he dismounted and walked apart with Lone
"That is not my nature, but, as I may ride through
Buffalo, whom he thanked for his aid 1 told him to go back
to have proof of my
and take up the trail of the raiders, and to meet him at the _ your valley again some time, I wish
identity.''.
spot he had named within a certain time.
"S'pose ther valley is attacked while we is away, fer
The scout then shook hands with the faithful Indian,
and, going back to his horse, mounted and rode on his there hain't any too many men there?"
"You should have thought of that before," and the
r
way, the three horses leading well.
again lapsed into silence, and miles w~re gone over
scout
The three men looked anxious as ~ey saw the Indian
·a word being spoken.
without
turn back on the trail they had come, and wondered what
\Vhen the encl of the valley · was reached a halt was
it meant.
. They were thoroughly awed by the cool manner of the made for dinner, the scout dismountin g his prisoners and
Jnoking to their horses with his own, but leaving the men
man whom they had felt sure was their prey.
.
still bound.
"I say, ,Pard Buffalo Bill, I - - "
He cooked dinner for all, while the three men lay all
"Who toJd you my name was Buffalo Bill, Lasso Sol?"
huddled together, as though asleep.
"Nobody."
·when the meal was ready, he said:
"Why did you call me by that name, then?"
"I sl~all release one of you at a time, to eat your din"I didn't."
ner, but look out if you attempt any nonsense, for I
"Ah, I thought I heard you say Buffalo Bill."
t
wouldn
he
noticed that you were plotting something ."
"No, but I did say ef Bu.ffalo Bill were here
allow us to be tuk to ther Injin camp and tortured."
As h~ spoke, Buffalo Bill approache d Lasso Soi, to
The scout laughed, and said:
suddenly see his hands come around from behind him,
"You are a sly one, Lasso Sol, but. I k ow you."
and his right hand held a revolver, while the command
"You don't know no bad of me, the· t"
came sharply and with triumph in the voice:
"Not of Lasso Sol, as that is ·your name now, save that
"Now, Buffalo Bill, it is my time.
you tried to run me down under a false pretense, but
"Hands up, or you are a dead man!"
suppose I called you Black Lariat, what then?"
Buffalo Bill saw the muzzle of the revolver not five
,
companion
their
Both Barney and Reddy glanced at
feet from his face, and there was no tremor in the hand
his
at
look
a
get
to
leaning well forward in their saddles
that held it.
face.
But, to the utter amazement of the three . men, he ·said
. They saw, a's the scout did, ·Lasso Sol's face pale at in the lightest vein :
the ..question asked him, and the start that he gave also.
"Fire away, Lasso Sol, and see if you can hit me.
But he answered :
"But first look at this," the scout added, pointing to the
"I have heard of Black Lariat, a bad man up in Col- death charm upon his breast.
orado, but I don't know him."
Sol started back in astonishment.
· " I have the advantage of you, then, for I think ·I do,"
"\IVho gave yer that?" he muttered, hoarsely.
and the scout rode on in silence, while the face of Lasso
"'Fhe Lady in Velvet," said the scout.
Sol was foll of anxiety.
"Then you is one of us?"
,
"I'm Buffalo Bill."
After a while he said: "Say, pard, we hain't had no
"Well, I'm bound by oath not ter kill yer while yer
chance to talk together, we three, since we were captured,
what
wears that."
so jist take us one at a time and ask us who and
Sol flung down hi s revolver. It was evident now to
we is."
' -:;:- know."
the scout thet he was one of the band of outlaws spoken
of by the Lady in Velvet. The death charm had indeed
"What?" ·
to
hoped
who
saved his life.
"Settlers in Meadowland Valley, and
Buffalo Bill has never seen the Lady in Velvet s·!nce,
make capital, or get. rid of me by capturing me under
renegade.
a
but learned later that she was living peacefully in Mexico,
the pretended belief that I was
met him,
"This is why I am taking you to the fort, to prove having resolved to lead a better life before she
he saved
·when
border
the
across
way
and being on her
that I 'am not."
cattle.
of
herd
her from the
"we'll take yer word for it now."
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Whatever crimes her hand committed, he always felt
that he owed her a debt of gratitude.
At this instant there came a shout of alarm from Barney and Reddy, and down went Lasso Sol with a weight
upon his back.
The weight was the form of Lone Buffalo, who had
bounded from a thicket near and lighted upon the back of
the priso,per.
"Me ki'll quick, paleface move !"
So said the Indian, and his warning was heeded, for
the blow on his back had been a severe one, and he was
half dazed by the shock.
In fact, all fight had been knocked out of him.
" I didn't know yer had told ther Injun ter trail us,"
growled Lasso Sol, while Barney and Reddy were willing
to weep with disappointment.
" I did not tell him to follow us, and had no idea that
he was within less than fifty miles of us.
"I ·put up that little game on you to try you, for I saw
Barney gnawing your rope loose while pretending to lie
there asleep. So I dropped that revolver to see if you
would recognize the death charm.
"¥ ou bit at the bait only too quick."
T hen, turning to Lone Buffalo, who stood silently by,
he thanked him warmly, and asked ·how it was that he
happened to be on 1and when so much needed .
"Three bad pale face; White Buffalo all alone.
" Lo.ne Buffalo think 6ad pale face might kill big white
chief, and follow him all rig·ht."
"Yes, and it was all right , but I shall see that there is
no other chance to better me, for I will not halt again,
when l start, until I reach the fort."
The three prisoners at this looked terribly crestfallen.
But Buffalo Bill told the Indian to give them their
dinner, one at a time, while he bathed his sadly-bruised
chest with arnica.
Lone Buffalo seemed to enj oy his dinner, and then, aiding the scout to mount his prisoners and tie them to their
horses; he again said good-by and took the back trail.
Buffalo Bill rode on his way in no very pleasant mood,
fo r the blow of the revolver in the chest pained him, and
he answered shortly when addressed by Lasso Sol.
Crossing the Rio Grande at a ford, late in the afternoon, Buffalo Bill came out upon a mesa to suddenly ride
npon a couple of wagons and a half dozen horsemen.
There was no time for retreat, and yet he did not know
just what the party would prove, friends or foes.
The cries of his prisoners, however, at once told him
that they knew them, and Lasso Sol call ed out:
"Ho, pards, to the rescue ! This man is a renegade
chief among the redskins and has us foul."
There were five horsemen in the party, and two drivers,
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one to each wagon, and they all quickly surrounded the
scout and his prisoners.
A glanc&...into the faces of the men showed Buffalo Bill
that he did not know one of them.
This appeared bad for him.
But he smiled complacent1y at the words of Lasso Sol,
and said, politely:
"Good afternoon , gentlemen."
All eyes were upon him, and the leader of the party
said:
"What did yer say, Lasso Sol, and what is you three
doing prisoners to one man ?"
'' I 'U tell yer, and quick, pards.
"Ther Injuns raided the Bainbridge Ranch last night,
and was led by a white man.
''They burned the cabins, kilt Bainbridge, his pretty
wife, Little Tommy, ther two niggers, and ther two cowboys, and carried off all ther plunder.
"We, Barney, Reddy and me, got onter ther ' trail of
this man, but he had a Injun with him, and was too flip
fer us, fer yer see how he has got us foul."
The eyes of the seven h1en were glittering ·now malignantly as they heard Lasso Sol's story, and their hands
were upon the butts of their revolvers.
It looked very black for Buffalo Bill just then.
CHAPTER XVIII.
AT THE MUZZLE OF A REVOLVER.

Buffalo Bill did not change countenance at the looks
turned upon him, and the threatening attitude of the men.
He looked upon the men as just what they were-a
p11rty of settlers from the valley going down to Fort McRae to purchase supplies, for there was a trading post
there.
•
Wholly unknown to them, they would naturally take
the word of their comrades against his.
But he made up his mind not to yield, in spite of the
odds, for he was not a man to give up when he knew he
was right.
"Gentlemen, there are two sides to every story; you
have heard one, now listen to mine."
Several demurred at this, and the three prisoners cried
ont against their friends listening to the accused, while
one man sprang forward, knife in hand, to cut the bonds
of Lasso Sol.
But, quick as a fl<Jjh, Buffalo Bill's revolvers were in
his hands, and one covering the man who held the lmife.
''You attempt to free that man and I will kill you !
" I have a right to be heard, for I am a government
army officer, and have a right to be here."
The last words checked the hostile act of the men, v;hile
the one covered by the scout's revolver sneaked back into
the crowd again.
"I say. men, he has a right to tell his story-let him
talk," called out the leader.
There were voices against this, but one called out:
"He's a government officer, he says, pards, so don't make
no mistake!"
"Yes, go slow," cried another. Then the leader again
spoke up.
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"Yes, say your say; mister."
"It's a lie; he hain't no government officer, but a n·negade !"
"Why, he claims ter be Buffalo Bill," shouted Lasso
Sol.
It was a mistake of Lasso Sol to utter the r.iame of the
great scout, and he realized as much the moment he had
spoken.
He saw each one of the party he looked to to rescue
him take their hands quickly off their guns and gaze at
.
the scout, with something like awe.
"Yes, gentlemen, Lasso Sol ha51 said aright, for I am
Buffalo Bill, chief of scouts at Fort Laramie, and I am
going to Fort ·M cRae under orders.
"I rode into your valley-as I take you for settlers of
Meadowland-to discover a youth standing by the ashes
of his own happy home, and about him were the dead
bodies of his loved ones.
"Other youths came up, and I left them, being in a
hurry to reach the .fort.
"Some iniles clown the valley I met the Indian chief,
whom you may know as Lone Buffalo, the Redskin Hermit, and the friend of the whites.
"He was on his way to warn your settlement of the
·
intended raid, but had mistaken the time.
"As I rode away, settlers were coming to the scene 0f
the ruined home, and then three men followed me to take
me a prisoner.
"I was the fortunate one, with the Indian's aid, and
am carrying them to the fort, to be sure that they will
take my word for it, next time, thar I am Buffalo Biil.
"Allow me to pass, please."
"All a lie!" shouted Lasso Sol.
"He's taking us to his retreat to hang us.
"Don't let him do it, pards !"
Several hands again fell upon their revolvers, and one
of the men said:
"You've got to give these pards of ours up, for we
know them as honest settlers.
"Hain't I talking right, boys?"
Several answered in the affirmative.
"I shall not give my prisoners up, for they must understand that they cannot attack a government officer and
call him a renegade to suit their humor.
"Stand back, there, sir, for I mean what I say-these
men go with me!"
Buffalo Bill's story and manner had impressed some of
.
the party.
But there were others aching for trouble, and they
were g:0ing to get it if the scout had his way.
He saw how great were the odds against him, but he
was not a man to be driven from his purpose.
He had his revolvers ready for use, and sat upon his
horse unflinchingly.
That the first act of one to rescue the prisoners would
bring one man to his death, the older heads knew when
they looked at the scout, and the leader of the party said,
quickly:
"Have you anything to prove that you are who you
say?"
"No, he hain't.
"He's a fraud!" shouted Lasso Sol.
"I have, sir, my name upon my weapons, my saddle,

my sealed dispatches for Fort McRae, and several letters,
as well, from my home, and addressed to me at my headquarters post.
"Draw off your men, and I will show you my proof."
"Men, we have made a mistake.
"This gentleman goes on his way," said the leader,
sternly; and yet there were several who dissented, and
Lasso Sol shouted to be rescued.

CHAPTER XIX.
THE DUEL ON THE TRAIL.

"You are wise, sir; but I thank you for coming to my
aid," said Buffalo Bill to the leader of the party, who returned:
"It is not our wish to do a wrong, sir; but you have
three of our men of the valley as prisoners, and it is a
charge and countercharge, and so we were in a quandary
as to which to believe; but I am sure you are who you
say you are, for I heard much of Buffalo Bill, and few
men other than he would show the pluck you have JUSt
done."
"A man in the right, sir, will take big chances to go
through; but let me show you my authority."
Still holding one of his revolvers in his hand, the scout
drew out a paper and handed it to the leader, who , with
several others, glanced at it, while three of the party were
whispering apart, as though not willing to be beaten out
of their intention.
"This paper is satisfactory to me, sir, and all of 11s, I
suppose," and he looked toward the whispering trio, while
Lasso Sol called out :
"That paper is forged, to help him in his devil' s work.
"Any man kin have a paper!"
This gave those who seemed determined to starni by
him renewed courage, and one of them said :
"What does vou intend to do with these men?"
"Take them to the fort."
"And then?"
"Turn them over to the keeping of the commandant."
"Anci then?"
Nettled by the manner of the man, the scout replied :
"I shall tell my story, and it will be believed without a
word; while, if I am right, this man calling himself Lc;.sso
Sol is the one I once knew as Black Lariat up in Colorado,
~1e will doubtless be hanged, while the other two go free."
All started at this, and Lasso Sol turned livid.
Several of the party had heard of Black Lariat, a noted
desperado of the Colorado mines, and of his crimes.
"Yer don't take him with my consent," said the leader
of those who wanted to free the prisoners.
"Gentlemen, if I free your settlement from such a man
as I know Black Lariat to be vou will all have cause to
thank me, for he is hiding th~re in your valley for no
good, as you would have found.
"It is seldom that I mistake a face; but I may be wrong
in this instance; yet there are men at the fort who know
Black Lariat well.
''If this man proves not to be that villain, he wil'. go
free with his pards, I having no apologies to offer after
his attack on me."
"I say you don't take him!" shouted the one who 5:ood
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l:as so Sol's friend, and the latter gave a cheer, and
souted:
"Stand by me, pards !"
" You stand alone, B urnett, if you take issue with the
scout," said J\1 r. Colvin, th e leader of the party.
" \Vell , I'll stand by a fri end if you do back down Lorn
one man! " cri ed Burnett; and Buffalo Bill, glancing over
the crowd, asked, calmly :
"Do you make thi s a personal issue with me, sir?"
" I do."
" That means that you will take these men from me i'"
"Yes; it means just that."
" Good fo r you, pard ! I'll never forget you!" y ~lled
Lasso Sol, and the other two prisoners fairly cheered.
"Begin work at your will," said Buffalo Bill.
"You've got your guns drawed. vVhy don't yer git
down and fi g ht it out like a man ?"
Several of t he men answered this with a cheer.
Buffalo Bill said, with the utmost coolness, addres.--ing
M r. Colvin :
"I trust you, sir, will see fair play?"
"I will , s ir ; but, Burnett, you are wrong in what yon
are doing."
"I am of aR·e, and judge of my actions."
"All rig ht.
" \tVhat is your will ?"
"Step off · twenty paces, put us at each end, back to
back, and you g ive the word to turn and advance, emptying our g uns as we go.
"Does that suit you, renegade ?"
Several laughed at the man's calling Buffalo Bill renegade, and L asso Sol just g ave a whoop.
Buffalo Bill' s face was as serene as moonligh t, and he
showed no anger at the insult, but said:
" I t would be better fo r ycu to com e on to the fort, and
find out your mistake, than challenge me to the duel, for I
do not want to kill you."
·
"Yes, t hat woul d. be better," cri ed several.
But L as\O Sol cried out against it. and Burnett said:
" I am fight ing to free my pards, and it goes that if I kill
you t hat settles it."
" Y es, and if I kill you, thei1 you have brought death
upon your self."
"You hain't got ther nerve, for I don't go under fer
anv man," and l\[ r. Colvin said, in a low tone:
;' He's the deadest of dead shots, sir, and quick as a
flas h .. ,
"So am I ," was the rejoinder, without the sligHest
show of boasting.
.
"\I r. Colvin then stepped off the twenty paces; the settler took t he end quickly that he deemed the best, and
Buffalo Bill walked to the other stand.
Their revolvers were to remain undrawn from their
bel ts until the word was g iven:
" \Vhcel an<l fire !"
Then they -were to obey, wheeling, drawing their \v \'apons as they did so, and firing as rapidly as they pleased.
:t\ ever <lid man look more confident than did Burnett,
an d neve r did man look so utterly indifferen t of consequences as did Buffalo Bill , who said to Mr. Colvin:
"I will not kill him . but wing him in the hand."
A ll were silent now, and anxious, Lasso Sol painfully so.

•
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Then came the words : "Wneel an'd fire·!"
Two revolvers were heard, one following the other
quickly, but the bullet of the latter flew wild, for the hand
that held it had been shattered by Buffalo Bill's shot.
"I hope it will not prove serious, sir."
"Good-da y, gentleme n," and mou~ting his horse, the
scout rode on, with his prisoners , leaving his wounded foe
groaning with agony and disappoin tment comming led.

CHAPT ER XX.
THE

ARRIVA L.

Buffalo Bill rode off as calmly from the group of settlers as though he had not just won a great victory with
tremendous odds against him.
He passed the two six-mule wagons, turned out in the
direction of the fort, and left behind him the band of men
gathered around their wounded comrade, and doing what .
they could for him.
'
,;\Ve waked up the wrong passenge r that time," said
one.
" You bet; and there's no doubt as to his being Buffalo
Bill after what we saw him do," another added, while a
third remarked :
" \Nell, I never saw a man face what he did, and I don't
want to see another, if I'm one of them he's facing."
In the meantime the scout had nothing to say in response to the questions put to him by Lasso Sol.
The latter rode first of the prisoners , just behind the
scout, the length of a horse from him.
H e was very pale, for the color had not returned to his
face since he saw the fate of his champion , and realized
that it all had been for nothing.
H e was still a prisoner, and with more against him
tha11 before he ha<l met the wagons. ·
Now, th ere was for him to consider that the scout intended to bring the charge against him that he was Black
Lariat, the de;;perad o of the Colorado mines.
The chances were that there were men at Fort McRae
wlio would recognize him as the desperado .
"You men will_ have to put up with some hard riding,
for we were deta111ed back yonder an hour, and I intend
to keep right on to the fort," said the scout, and he urged
the horses on.
It w:is just sunset when he stopped at a stream to water
the animals.
" I will tighten up the girths, relieve the horses of your
weight for a while, and see how nearly free some o:i' you
have gotten yonr hands, " said Buffalo Bill.
Lasso Sol groaned, for, had the scout ridden on a few
miles further before stopping, he would have been free.
O ne of hi s defender s had slipped a knife into his hands,
he supposed unseen, and, bound thoug h he was, Lasso
Sol had been working at his bonds, and freed one hand .
vVhen darkness came on, that knife would Have been
passed back to one and then the other of the prisoners
followin g, and at some unguarde d moment the three men
would have clashed upon the. scout and tried conclusions
with him.
And now, although he wore the death charm, they
,,,·ould have kill ed him, knowing that it did not prove that
he was one of their band.
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But Buffalo Bill had seen the knife slipped to Lasso Sol,
and knew that he was working hard, as be rode along, to
free himself.
· The man was again bound, the girths were clinched up,
and just at dark the way was resumed, the scout pressing
on at a good pace.
The moon lighted their way, and, true to his won! . the
scout pressed on along the now well-marke d trail until
• the lights of Fort McRae came into view just before
dawn.
Answering the challenge, the reply was:
"Scout with ,dispatches and three prisoners."
He was soon admitted into the frontier post, and his
prisoners put in the guarC!house, while his dispatches, not
being urgent for quick delivery, he was given quarters,
and told to await to see the colonel in the morning.
Colonel Tipton had just finished his toilet when tlw arrival of the scont was reported, bringing both dispatches
and prisoners.
"Why, Cody, is that you?
"I am, indeed, g lad to see you, while, you being the dispatch bearer, indicates that they are important, " said Colonel Tipton, greeting the scout, warmly, for Buffalo Bill
had served with him in the Northwest .
" They were dispatches, sir, for the chain of posts; besides, I am on the search for a mysterious individual who
has been robbing the officers of half a dozen posts, and
who is supposed to be either at McRae or Tule Rosa, colonel."
"I hope you may catch him; but ·what prisoners are
those you brought in?" and Colonel Tipton was opening
his dispatches while he talked.
In a calm way, Buffalo Bill told the story of the destruction of the Bainbridge home and murder of the people, his meeting with the young Silver Stars, and, heing
pursued by Lasso Sol and his two companions, with what
had followed .
"Well, Cody, yon are a wonder, for you do escape
de<1th most miraculously, and, what you undertake, you
uccomplrsh.
"You certainly ha vii: done well ; but I am pained to hear
about this massacre, and will send a troop up the v::illey
e.t once."
"Nlay I ask, sir, that you do not, for there is a mystery
about the raid that I wish to solve, and by going quietly
about it I believe I can do so, while sending the soldiers
would drive the villains into hiding.
"I have the Fighting Five for aides, one of them, as I
told you, the last of the Bainbridge family, and they ·will
aid me gi;eatly, while the Lone Buffalo I can depend on,
and he is now on the trail of the raiders."
"I guess you are right, Cody, and I will leave all to
YO U .

· "But, now, about these prisoners ?"
"There are scouts here, sir, and troopers, who know
Black Lariat, and I wish to have them see the man Lasso
Sol, and ask them who he is, and where they saw him."
" I shall have them looked \.lP at once."
But the very scouts Buffalo Bill had in mind were then
off scouting with a troop of cavalry, in which were the
•
soldiers who also knew Black Lariat.
Thus, severai days passed away before Lasso Sol was
brought to confront those whom the scout felt sure would

recognize him the . desperado of the Colorado mines two
years before, for he had mysterious ly disappeare d from his
old haunts when he learned the military were to arrest
him for his crimes.
CHAPTE R XXL
FACING THE MUSIC.

The settlers came in the next evening, with their
wagons, and went into camp near the post traders.
Almost the first man that greeted them was Buffalo
Bill, and he was accompanied py the surgeon of the post,
whom he had asked to go with him and do what he could
for the man he had wounded in the duel.
Mr. Colvin received them cordially, and said:
''The boys hardly need the proof of seeing you here, sir,
to be convinced that you are Buffalo Bill, and Burnett will
be ashamed of himself when he hears you have brought
the surgeon to see him. . ·
"He is in the far wagon, and I will call him out." . .
Burnett crawled out of the wagon, with assistance, and
his face was pale and haggard, showing that he had sufferecl.
He looked sullenly at Buffalo Bill, but, unheeding , the
scout said,· pleasantly :
"Glad you have gotten in, pard, and the post surgeon is
with me to pnt yottr hand in the best shape possible."
The man's face changed instantly, and he said:
''Thank you, sir.
"Ther cap'n drove faster to have me cared for, as my
hand is in a bad way.
"It was my fault, though, so I don't blame you; and
Lasso Sol has been a good friend to me more than once."
"You were right to 'Nish to help them, then, for stick
to one who helps you in a time of need.
·•But the surgeon will see your hand ."
He did, and the forefinger was so shattered it had to be
taken off at the third joint.
Burnett stood the amputation bravely, and was much
relieved when the broken bone was gott11n rid of, remarking, coolly:
"It was my trigger finger: sir, and I'll have to train the
next. one now ; ~ut you are the quickest and best shot I
ever saw, for Mr. Colvin told me you said yo,u intended to
wound me in the hand, and not kill me.
"I owe you my life, sir, and I rather think I have got
something to keep you in remembran ce," and the man
held up his bandaged hand .
"Come over to-morrow and see if I am not right about
Lasso Sol being Black Lariat, the desperado, " and Buffalo
Bill returned with the surgeon to the post.
The next day at noon the troop returned, and, after
they had rested a while, Colonel Tipton called on the men
designated by Buffalo Bill, scouts and soldiers, and, one
at a time, had them led down to where the three prisoners
1
had been drawn np to face the music.
The first man, a sergeant, was told to look well at the
three men, and say if he recognized any of them.
He glanced at Reddy and Barney, fastening his eyes
upon the face of Lasso Sol. and said :
" This man I have seen before, and, if he's the one I
think he is. there is none worse, sir."
"Who do you think he is. sergeant?"
"He has cut olt his long hair, and let his beard grow_;

'
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but, if he is not the Colorado desperado, Black Lariat, I
am verv much mistaken, sir."
Lasso Sol turned to the hne of a corpse, and Mr. Colvin
said to Burn ett, vvho stood next to him:
"That settles it.
"See what the others say."
A scout then was called, eyed the thr·ee men, and said :
·'If I knows any, thet pilgrim are the one. and he
oughter hev been hanged long ago, if ies who I thinks."
''Who do yo u say he is?"
·
"Black Lariat, sir, a Colorado bad 'ui1 ."
One soldier said he had seen Lasso Sol before, but
could not say where.
Another of the soldiers said, at once:
"That one is Dlack Lariat, sir ."
Another soldier failed to recognize him until asked the
name of a desperado of the Colorado mines, and called
out, qttickly:
·
"Black Lariat, sir, and this is the man!"
A scout then called: "Cut his beard off, give him a wig
of long hair, take that scared look off his face, and, if he
ain't a man I thought dead, I 'll give my gun to him."
"\i\Tho ?"
·
"A man by the nickname of Black Lariat, sir."
"If Buffalo Bill , our chief at Fort Lyon, was he!·e. he'd
know him, for: he never forgot a face, sir, knew the difference between one Ch in ese and another," said the sc·out.
"Buffalo Bill is here, and he brought this man into the
fort a prisoner, for he said that he \¥as the desperado
known as Black Lariat," said Colonel Tipton, and Buffalo
Bill was called, and the commanrlant continued:
"The two men unrecognized, Cody, and whom you
asked to ha\'e released, are free to go; but this man I shall
hold."
Barney and Reddy were only too glad to join the other
settlers, and go with them to their camp, to start on the
return to the valley the next day; but Lasso Sol was sent
back to the guardhouse, to await an opportunity to sertd
him, under g uard, to Colorado, to stand trial for his
crimes.
'Tm not dead yet, Buffalo Bill, and some clay we may
meet, again," called out the desperado, as they led him
away to the guardhouse. where i\Ir. Colvin was allowed
to visit him to arrange about his ranch and cattle in Meadowland Valley.
Buffalo Bill then began hi s preparations for his departure. and his first duty was to purchase a fine horse, with
provisions and ammunition, and a lot of useful presents,
as he bad promised, for Lone Buffalo, the Tona chief.
As he rode off on the trail the next day, leading his
well-laden pack-horse, he passed the settlers' outfit on its
wav home, and Mr. Colvin called out: •
''Luck to vou, Buffalo Di ll , and remember you have
man y friends in :fl1Ieadowland Valley, for Lasso Sol, we
all know now, was there to one day deal us a cruel blow,"
and the settlers gave three cheers for the gallant scout,
who raised his broad sombrero in recognition.
CHAPTER XXII.
PICKING UP· THE SCATTERED

T~AILS.

The young Silver Starf, -when the settlers turned back
after discovering the trail of the raiders to have branched
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off into a dozen, obeyed the instructions of the leader of
the Fighting Five, and dropped out, one by one.
Each youth was well mounted and armed, and supplied
with his own haversack and food.
'
No one knew the country better than they, for they
had roved over everv mile of it for far about the settlement in carrying out their duty as a ranger guard of the
vallev.
So, one by one, the Five "started upon their separate
wavs, to follow the trails they deemed best.
Each one wisely made a sign on the trail, to show the
others that he had taken that one, and not have two take
th e same waY.
They were soon ·all four marching off from each other, .
a1Jd eagerly watching every sign they came upon to give
them any· clew regarding those they follow cl.
The scattered trails would indicate that Indians were
the raiders, but the young rangers had such confidence 1n
Buffalo Bill 's assertion to the contrary that nothing could
1• •·make them believe· he was wrong.
\i\Thile the four men were trailing, Bird Bainbridge was
dashing back to his burned home to attend the foner~I of ,
his parents, little brother Sammy, and the others lio 'ruth- ·
lessly slain.
His disappearanc e the next morning, with pack7horse
of suppiies, will be recalled, while the kind settlers remained to build his home, as he had determined to live at
the old place.
At a quick pace, Bird Bainbridge pressed on after his
comrades, and, coming lo the spot where the raiders ha.cl
scaltered, he found first one, then the other of the trails
marl~ed, showing which ones his pards had taken.
He quickly selected a fifth trail to follow, and set out'
upon it.
It was just ni ghtfall when he was compelled to give up
trailing, and halt until the morrow.
But he had made one important discovery only a few
minutes before halting, and that was the fact that no ·Jess
th~n three of the scattered ti;ails had come together again.
On one of them that merged into the one he had been
following he found a stake, which he at once recognized: ·
It simply showed that one of the Five was on one of the
trails lea9.ing back into that he followed, and 'which "
seemed to be the principal one.
Thi s told him that one of his rangers was now on the
trail he was following, and had passed that point about
noon of that day, so was half a dozen hours ahead of him.
Utterly prostrated for want of sleep, rest and food, for
he had eaten nothing when he had staked his horses out,
he threw himself down upon his blankets, not carin'g for
any supper.
He expected to have another· night of sorrow, like the
past.
But his eyes closed in spite of him, and so deep was the
slumber he sank into that he did not a:waken until dawn .
. He was utterly amazed at- himself, and he quickly rolled
up hi s blankets, and, wholly rested now, was hungry, so ·;
built a fire and had a good breakfast.
Saddling up, he pressed on his way once more, and at
a good gait, to suddenly come upon the spot where .the
raiders had halted for the night.
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He knew that, having scattered, they would not expect
to be followed, and he did not doubt, as another trail
joined the. large one he was following, that he would find
all of them come together again during the clay.
vrhis belief was carried out by seeing another trail
merge into the one he was on soon after, and here he
found another stake.
This told him that two of his Ferret Pards were then
ah ead of him on that very ttail.
At noon another trail merged into the main one, and
here again was another stake. so three of the five were
now ahead of him, he knew, and his face brightened at the
thought.
As the trail he had taken seemed to have been the main
one, and taken a more direct course, he saw that the others
of the five haclltravelecl miles more than he had. and he
had, consequently, gained upon them.
During the afternoon three m9re trails had joined the
m~in one, and on one of them was another stake where it
came in.
This told him that his four guards were now ahead of
him; ·and, having counted the trails where they had first
scattered Bird Bainbridge knew that when he found th e
spot where another came into the one he was on, it would
be the last one.
AIL had united now save one.
As he had come along, he had picked up every clew,
especially at the camps, and, the more he had seen, the
more he was convinced that Buffalo Bill had made no mistake when he said that white men , not Indians, had been
the raiders of Bonaventura. Ranch.

CHAPTE R XXIII.
FOUND.

As Bird Bainbridge progressed upon his way, picking
up th e scattered trails, he pushed his horses to a good
pace, hoping to catch up with his pards by nightfall. ·
H e saw that the nature of the country was changing;
he was coming to arid plateaus, and where the trail was
not easv to follow.
This· told him that the boys ahead had had slower work
of it than had fallen to his lot, for they hacl in many ways
left what signs they could for him to more rapidly follow
them.
One thing, however, worried him-the missing trail had
::.~t yet merged into the main one,
He had made no miscount, he knew; one trail was missmg.
Whoever had taken it had not yet come back to the
main one.
The country he was now in was strange to the young
trailer. He had once, with his pards, penetrated northward, by another trail, to the Arizona line, just where the
Little Colorado River crossed it, and the boys had hunted
and fished there for a week, for game was plentiful.
This was the old camp which had been made the rendezvous for the F ighting Five, for Bird had an idea that
the raiders had their haunts in the Little Colorado countrv.
·That the Five dare not attempt to fight the raiders,
when found, the young leader well knew. He merely

wished to track them to their haunt. and then be able to
lead Buffalo Bill there, leaving the rest for the scout.
\Vith the night, Bird camped on the shore of a tiny
lake, surrounded by cedars, and where there was fairly
good grass for the horses.
Again tired nature demanded rest, and once more he
slept 50tmdly, thus regaining his strength through the
"sweet restorer," sleep.
H e ate a good supper, and enjoyed hi s breakfast, for
the tax upon his energi es demanded it.
His grief ·was just as poignant, but he had settled into
the determinat ion not to yield to it, to be a man, and one
day strike the blow· to avenge that he had sworn to.
Bright and early he was again in the saddle. T he trail ,
which he had followed near the Rio Grande thus far,
branched off to the westward toward the Little Colorado.
Through a barren country it now led, and, when the
tracks of the horses of his pards were visible. he could see
that they were going very slow, for it was difficult, except
here and there, to follow the trail of the raiders.
·when plainly seen, there were the tracks of all the animals, as far as could be judged, that the raiders had left
the Meadowla nd V alley with.
Whether the missing trail had yet come into the other,
Bird Bainbridge was not sure, fo r it might have done so
where the soi l was too barren to leave a trace.
On he went, feeling pretty certain that he would at
least come up with the four pards by noon, and they could
tell about how far ahead the raiders were.
He grew a tittle anxious. fearing that the youngsters
might have pressed the raiders too close, and he knew
what would follow, fo r the Five to be caught by superior
numbers thu s far from home and help.
The more he thought of this, the rnor~ it troubled him,
so he increased his pace and moved on at a canter, only
here and there able to detect any trail in the rocky soil.
A short halt was made at noon, for the sake of the
horses, not himself. Then the ride was renewed, and the
rapid pace kept up by the resolute youth .
It was near sunset when Bird Bainbridge ascended a
rocky ridge covered with scattered cedars.
" \Vhen I get up there I can see far ahead," he concluded, and he· urged the horses into a gallop.
As he neared the hill , he suddenly saw horsemen appear
upon the summit, and gave a cheer, as he recogni zed his
four comrades.
But thev neither heard him nor saw him ; they appeared
to be bewildered , riding about in a most unmethoclic way,
which Bird could not understand.
At last one of them gave a shout, whereupon the others
dashed toward him, and were seen to quickly dismount.
Then the young leader realized what the trouble wasthey were being pursued, and had been scattering to find
an advantageous position in wh;ch to intrench themselves.
The spo"t found w~s on the highest point of the ridge,
right where there vvas a pile of rocks thrown up like a
fort.
They rod e into or behind the rocks, and their horses
were not visible.
Spurring up the ridge toward the 'spot , Bird Bainbridge
was seen by hi s comrades, and a wild cheer greeted him.
The nex t moment he, too, clashed into the little fort,
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and then he knew the truth, for, pressin g back over the
trail, in hot pursuit , were a score of horsemen, and not
half a mile away.
They were the red-han ded raiders of Bonave ntura
Ranoht
CHAP TER XXIV.
UNDER SIEGE.

The sight that met the brave young leader of the Five
was not reassur ing.
The position had once been a place of defense, not 101~g
before. Big stones had been thrown togethe r and put m
position, formin g a breastw ork six feet in height and the
spaces behind large enough to conceal the horses of the
boy braves and themselves.
That those who had fought there before had met a sad
fate was shown by a dozen <bleached skeletons lying within
the inclos ure-a mute witness , but a sad one.
There was one openin g to the aisle of stones throug h
whi ch the horses could enter, where the rocks had been
..
pulled down or had fallen.
This gap the alert fioys quickly closed up.
That the Five had halted the~e, th~ r.aiders did not se~m
to believe, for they were pressm g irap1dly on up th.e hill,
evident ly expecti ng to catch them on the open plam beyond.
The young captain was welcomed with a joy which
made his heart glad, but there was no time then for ques-tions to be asked and answer ed.
'"Boys, I have plenty to eat; ammun ition enough , also,
and three canteen s of water. We must stand them off as
best we can, and shoot to kill every time.
"Be ready to give it to them just as. soon as they .come
within range. Each one should get his man ; that 1s the
only way to cut down the number against us.
"Are you ready? "
''All ready," was the ansv,·er, and, leaving their horses
saddled as they were, the boy braves quickly had their
rifles on the ready.
The trail. such as it was, led over the ridge a hundred yards from the little stone fortress . Along this the
raiders were riding, their horses on the run.
Reachi ng the top of the ridge, a11cl seeing nothing of
those they pursued flying along the plain, as they had ex··
pected. they drew rein, in surpris e.
At that momen t Bird Bainbr idge said:
''They are those who raided my home, for I see several
of onr horses yonder . and one man is riding my father"s
saddle.
··r will tah.-e him-fi re!"
The Jive rifles flaslwd almost as one.
The man whom the young leader had picked out fell
dead from the saddle, and one other droppe d from his
horse.
One man was wounde d badh-, as could be seen, and one
horse droppe d dead, another being hit hard, for he dashed
off with his rider.
Every one of the shots of the Five had told, though not
as well as could have been wished, owing to the excitement of the marksm en. The raiders had just suspect ed
that their foes were in hiding in the rock fort, and were
turning to charge it when the volle~' came.

The shots, as was expected, threw the raiders into disorder, allll for a momen t they hardly knew what to do;
but one called out to change the fort, and this they did.
But the defende rs opened with their revolvers, and the
raiders, with the loss of one man killed, another wounde d
and a couple of horses struck hard, turned and rode rapidly out of range.
Watchi ng them. the Five saw them talking excitedly
for a few minute s; then the whole band went into camp
in a cedar thicket, while one man led their horses down
into the vall ey Qeyond, the Little Colorad o flowing only
a short distance away.
The raiders were seen to divide in two columns, one
going on one side of the little fortress, the other roundin g
it, so as to completely encompass it.
The men, counted now to be thirteen in number , sought
rocks for refuge to take positions around the fo rt and
besiege it.
They seemed to be sure of their game now, the idea being to simply starve them out for water.
One other man, clown with the horses in the valley,
made the numbe r fourteen, but a fifteent h was discern ed
in the cedars, appare ntly their leader.
Three dead bodies lay upon the field, and several
wounde d men reclined upon blanket s in the ~eda-rs.
"Tbey are easily three to one against us, })s>ys,..b ut we
hold the position on them.
"It is simply a case of siege, •and we'll see how long we
can stand it," remark ed Bird Bainbri dge, quite at his ease.
Then the boys each told how they had followed the i:especti ve trails they were on, and thus had all come together again.
They had gone over the ridge, intendi ng to camp 011 the
river for the night, when. sudden ly, they had di'scovered
the raiders already encamp ed below 011 the river; so there
was nothing to do but to skip, which they had clone, making for the hillcre?t, where their leader had found them.
T hus beleagu ered, the boys made the best of their situation, and first strengt hened it by filling up crevices in
rocks, and so making their fortress as secure as hands
could make it.
The horses were unsadd led and kept in one corner, the
blankets were spread for beds, and the supplies were produced.
Food they ha<l in plenty, but no fire to cook it with.
Fortuna tely, each of the Five had his canteen filled, anrl
this water might have · to last them for a long time, but
their poor horses must be the suffere rs.
't.i\I e can turn them out when thev can stand it t10
longer, and, if those wretches take tJ1is fort, our bones
will be here with these around us. to show that we fought
to the iast,"' said Bird Bainbr idge; there was no blan.ching of faces or tremors of heart among his comrad es; they
.
would live or die togethe r!

CHAP TER XXV.
THE

UNSE EN

ALLY .

Supper was eaten by the Fightin g Five; then a11 went
on watch for a while, it being decided that two must be
on guard all night.
It would be moonli ght soon, but, until it w~s, the dark-
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ness might tempt the raiders to make aH , advanc e qt;1ietly, felt
all the more merciless toward the men he . had to
and then a rush.
fight.
. That this was attemp ted, a shot soon revealed, for Seth
Anoth er night came, and i1:i the darkne ss preced ing the
Saund ers had discern ed a movin g object, and had rising
of the moon anothe r flash was seen, anothe r shot
·promptly fired upon it.
was heard.
A yell of agony followed; rushin g feet were heard;
Their unseen ally was still. at work!
then anothe r shot, that time by Bird Bainbr idge, a moan
A dozen shots quickl y followed, fired from the camp,
following, and after that utter ·silence.
evidently aimed toward the spot where the unseen ally of
.There ·was anothe r shot in the night, late, when one of
the bovs had been .
the raiders attemp ted to remove the dead.
"I do
Rud Rainey fired the shot, and anotJ1er raider remain ed anxiou hope none of those bul!ets hit him," said Bird,
sly.
on the field with the dead.
Then they began to count. If the three shots fired by
The night finally passed, but daybre ak revealed that the their
raiders were still in position around the stone strong hold been solitar y friend had each killed a raider, the band had
reduce d bv seven killed and several wound ed.
of the dauntl ess Fi11e.
·
At midni ght anothe r shot rang out, sharpl y, on . the ·
· They were seen to go by twos to brea,kfast in the camp clear
night air, now still nearer to the camp in the cedars .
in the ceclars, and their horses were visible grazin g in the
The deligh ted lads responded with a cheer, which told
valley beyond, a guard with them.
their unseen friend that all was vet well with them !
· So the whole clay passed in perfec t quietness, the boys
"It must be Buffalo Bill !" cledded Bird, and all agreed
on incessa nt watch, ready for any d~monstration. Bttt with
him.
the enemy made no move, up to nightfa ll.
Thus anothe r night passed away.
In tl;e darkne ss which came before moonrise a feint of
The water was by that time almost gone from the canattack was. made by the raiders , but not carri~ out.
teens, and the horses were intensely sufferi ng from thirst
The moon was well up when, to the surpris e of the be- and
ht111 ger.
league red boys, a shot flashed out in the valley, and there
ro food or water ' had they had, and the Five decide d
was heard the sound of troops at a gallop.
that the next mornin g they would turn· the animals loose,
Had some one fired upon the guard and run off with to
go to the valley for grass and to the river to quench
the horses ?
th eir thirsL
· The raiders were heard calling to each other excitedly,
,As th~ besieg ers kept themse lves out of sight, the lads
aryd soon after, in the still, rarified air, a di_stant voice
coulc~ not tell whethe r any more had
been killed or
shoute d:
wound ed until the march to their camp kitchen , by twos,
· ."They have killed Buster and stampe ded all the horses ! for
their meals was observed.
They'v e got some pards outside the fort ,!''
"Yes, our invisible pard is -cutting them off," announ ced
The Fighti ng Five cheered lustily, and were joyous Bird,
after a carefu l watch and count; " he is killing them
over what thev heard.
off, one by one."
But, who could be their friend?
All then were inspired with the hope that the raiders
"It' must be Buffalo Bill," cried one.
would soon have left the siege and depart . So the Five
But"th e others shook their heads.
~ ,
kept in their horses and waited.
"'It is probab ly true; for, if he left the fort soon after
Again night fell. and hardly had it done so when both
his arrival , and was going by Fort Tule Rosa Winga te,
the besieged Five and the raiders were startle d by a dozen
his trail "vvould lead near here," said Bird Bainbr idge.
shots ringin g out in rapid succession!
·
Soon after fr1idnight the watche rs in the fort were star"That is Buffal o Bill I It is his terribl e repeat ing
tled by anothe r shot.
rifle!" shouted Bird Bainbr idge, and the Five scream ed
• ick vValters and Kane • Toland, who were on guard, themselves hoarse
with their welcome .
reporte d that they had seen a rifle's flash a couple of hundr_ed yards from the camp 'in the cedars.
That the shot had told on some one in the camp, the exCHAP TER XXVI .
citeme nt there sufficiently showed.
AVEN
GED AT LAST .
·'vVho could be this unkno wn friend?
I
·when Bt~ffalo Bill left Fort McRae he fleld on his wav
. The rest of the night was a mo~t uneasy one for the besiegers, but one of intense expect ancy to the boys in the along the trail leadin g to 1\Ieadowland Valley until he
fort . .
came to where it branch ed off toward Fort Tule Rosa.
This fort was reache d withou t incident, and only a
11prt;i~~g came at last, and. the Fighti ng Five then discovered that the raiders ' .horses were not in the valley. short halt made there:
Then the scout pulled out almost due north to cross the
Had they been stampede'd by the lone shot?
Their foes still surrou nded the positio n; they at last had Zuni Platea u and reach D eep Spring , the rendez vous. apnot been stampe ded. ·would the solitar y marks man come pointe d with tl]e Lone Buffalo..
.
·
He did not doubt but that the Indian would be there,
again, to the raiders ' dismay ?
with
some inform ation of the raiders .
So th~ brave boys fonclly hoped, and kept on the watch
Expec ting to halt at Deep Spring for a good rest, he
for every movem ent; but nothin g transp ired all that day;
pushed on rapidly for that point, and, as he drew near it,
the enemy W'aS not disturb ed.
·
late
one afterno on, he was. surpris ed to see some horses
The plunde r seen in the camp in the cedars Bird Baing razing ahead in little meado w, not far from the- Little
bridge .knew to have been taken from his home, and he
Colorado.

a
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"Trooper s, charge!"
Altnost instantly he noticed a horseman coming toward
outlaws were panic-stricken, and fled, while the
The
him.
out of their fort, ml'unted upon
"It is the Lone Buffalo, and he has got a big drove of Fighting Five dashed h they were, and joined the purthoug
weak
ponies,
their
horses in some way," said the scout.
Soon after. the. two met, and the Indian's face was suit.
Driven to bay in the plain below, the ranch terrors fired
aglow at what he had to tell.
Bird Bainbrid ge and the Indian
He had followed a trail of the raiders. and had dis- a volley, that wounded ponies ; but the answerin g fire
two
killed
and
slightly,
on
encamped
were
covered, several days before, that they
caused them to shriek for mercv. ·
the Little Colorado.
Five of the desperadoes were.mad e prisoners , and were
them
watching
,
He had hardly made this discovery
the camp on the Little Colorado, where
from a ridge, when he saw a party of four horsemen as- quickly led toward
could be had in abundance.
grass
and
water
wood,
single
a
was
plain
the
cending the ridge, and far back over
the other horses were brought
before
midnight
was
It
horseman , with an animal in lead.
·when supper was prepared,
built,
campfires
the
and
up
,
wa
he
where
from
He could not warn the party
had fought-w ith a vengethey
as
it
at
went
Five
though he had recog·nized the young Silver Star who had and the
ance.
trail.
the
upon
come to Buffalo Bill and himself
The next day and night were spent in camp for rest,
He saw them going· right upon the outlaw camp.
the next morning the Fighting Fiv.e parted company
and
the
fort,
the
to
flight
the
Then followed the discovery,
and Lone Buffalo, Bird Bainbrid ge
coming of the single horseman , and the pursuit of the with the gallant scout
emotion:
deep
with
""Saying.
raiders.
- "Throug h you, Mr. Cody, I have avenged my dead.
,
"How many?"
bless you, and preserve you for other good work I"
God
indicate
to
times
The Indian held up his hand four
twenty.
"Rather a large force, but what di'd you do then?"
CHAPT ER XXVlI.
"Me help," was the reply.
on
went
CONCLUS ION.
Encourag ed to talk by the scout. Lone Buffalo
havhe,
and
off,
raiders
the
stood
had
Five
the
to tell how
Buffalo Bill held on his way to Fort Wingate, to corling fully reconnoitered the position, decided to pick the tinue on in his remarkab le career as the king of the borraiders off as he could.
der.
Then he related about the killing of the guard over the ·
The Lone Buffalo, loaded down with the presents Bufhorses and stampedi ng all the animals, bringing them to falo B!ll had brought him, among them a repeating rifle,
where they were then grazing.
and things given him by Bird Bainbri<lge from the booty
He told of his continued good work, and added how recapture d from the outlaws, started for his retreat in the
glad he was to see the scout, for, togeth~r, they could mountains, four ponies carrying his outfit. There he
stampede the outlaws.
continued to live, and was known as the Hermit Redskin.
"We must do better than that, Lone Buffalo ; we must
The Fighting Five, with their prisoners, equaling them
·
wipe them out!
number, and the booty packed on the recapture d and
in
"Such cutthroat s as they deserve no mercy, and that captured ponies, started for home.
brave boy will be a\renged. sooner than we tl;ought.
The dead outlaws had been buried, and the five prison· ''He has :ilready done good work toward it himself, ers almost wished that they had shared the fate of their
from your account, though he was reckless to push on so evil comrade s-that it was all over with before the setfar after so large a band.
tlers could wreak vengeance.
"But he is here now with his brave pards; the raiders
It was a slow ride b<tck to Meadowland Valley, but one
so,
and
of his home, the slayers of his people, are all here,
day at noon the cavalcade reached the ranch, and Bird
too, are we, Lone Buffalo!
saw what his kind and sympathetic friends had done for
"L et us do our best to wipe out that band of outlaws, him. On their arrival word was sent down the valley to
and now decide upon our plan to do it," and the scOLit's summon the settlers, who speedily assembled. A judge
words and manner showed that he was moved to the and jury were quickly found; the trial of the five prisonquick and in deadly earnest.
ers followed, then their execution, for their s.entence was
The result of the powwow with Lone Buffalo was that to be hanged.
half a dozen effigies, to represent men, were made and put
From that day Buffalo Bill's Fighting Five became
on the horses and- fastened there. Buffalo Bill finding that known as the patrol of the valle,, and from one end to the
the Indian had bridled and saddled every outlaw's horse other the settlers revered the name of Colonel William
before killing the guard and stampedi ng the animals!
F. Cody, the 01ief of Scouts.
\Nhen they moved toward the camp in 7he cedars, after
THE END .
dark, it certainly appeared to be half a dozen horsemen
redskin.
the
and
following the scout
Next week's issue, No. 74. will contain '-'Buffalo Bill's
Leaving the "dummy " horsem en to be brought up by
e Strategy ; or, The Mystery of the Cliff," a
camp
Desperat
the
r
the Lone Buffalo, the scout crept to a spot nea
k story, fuil of Indians and pistol play.
crackajac
flap-up
rifle.
repeating
his
with
opened
and
in the cedars,
crack from cover to cover, and it is
and
flash
rifles
The
The effect was startling, and when the Indian came
kind of strategy that the great
desperate
most
th,e
by
only
revealing
moon
rising
the
,
dashing up, with his horsemen
out.
wins
finally
scout
them, the scout shouted in command ing tones 1
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Here we are, boys !
Fairly started on the new contest.
The entries h ave been coming in for some time now, and there's quite a mountain of them on h and. We
begin to print them this week.
Some of these are corkers. They are simply the finest. Well, there's no use talking, just read them
yourself. You'll find some of them below.
' By the way, of course, you know all about the prizes we are offering in this new contest. Just sharpen
your recollection by taking a look at page 3t.
A Night's Adventure.
ping his pole, dashed across the road and . through the
hedge.
(By A. Kirkpatrick, Neb. 1
I leveled my revolver at the other fellow, but he stood
About a year ago I was engaged in giving stereopticon as if spellbound,
looking into my gun. I ordered him
entertainmen ts at the public school houses. I was then a to let
go, and he did so at once, following his comboy about seventeen years of age. I had been traveling
panion across the road and through the hedge.
with another young man several years older than myself,
When they got safely on the other side they shouted
but on the night of which I write I was alone. It was
some defiance at me. I was stron&ly tempted to send
a cold, stormy night, and my audience was small. I had
some more shots at them, but I only had two cartridges
closed my entertainmen t and started for my boarding
left in my revolver, so I drove on and arrived at my
place, which was about eight miles away, and had gone
boarding place without further adventure.
about two miles, when, just as I was descending a gentle
What the men wanted I never found out, but I believe
slope two men suddenly came out from the hedge at the
they would have robbed me if I had not been prepared
side of the road and placed themselves right in my way.
for them.
One of them carried a long pole, and they ordered me
to stop. It was Saturday night, and I had considerable
My Dream.
money with me.
I asked them what they wanted and they told me to get
(By Romeo Mains, Cal.)
out of my wagon. ,
"Whoa!"
My wagon was a covered rig, with side doors and a
"Look out there!"
window in front; the window and left-hand door was
"Gracious !"
closed, but the one on my right was not. I whipped up
The next minute I was over the little girl.
my team and tried to get by, but one of them caught my
Dear reader, all this was a dream.
horses by the bits, while the other tried to break out my
When I returned from the field with my papa I was
window with his pole, but he only broke one of the very tired because 1 had to do a good deal of
hard work
hinges loose at one corner.
trying to drive my new team of horses.
He was just drawing back for another blow when I
I always went out with papa, and finally he consented
drew a revolver from my overcoat pocket and, leaning to let me have the team to drive.
out of the door, sent a bullet into the earth at his side.
No sooner had I finished my supper than I felt sleepy
I could have hit him easily, but as he did not seem to and went to bed.
be armed with any dangerous weapon I thought I would
I don't- know how long I slept, but my sister says that
try and scare him, and I succeeded. I never saw a worse · after about thirty-five minutes I jumped up and
began to
scared man in my li fe. He gave a terrible yell and, drop- cry out the words with which I opened my story.
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Ye:c;, I remember being on the wagon with the lines in
hand, and very proud of having two horses.
ing. I gave rein to the horses and started on a gallop.
Down I went to the village to show my ability in driving. I gave rein to the horses and started on a gallop.
I galloped for about five blocks, then, in turning a
corner a little girl ran out from a door to cross the street.
When I saw her I tried to stop the horses, putting the
break on, and at the same time calling to her to look ou4.,

but in a second she was under the horse's feet.
I jumrt id off the wagon and ran over to the girl's side,

and picked her up to bring her to some drug store, but I
heard her say :
" What is the matter, Jack?"
That woke me up. and everyth ing was over.
It was my sister whom I was trying to bring to the drug
store.

Burned at the Stake.
(By Guy C. Thomp son, Ind.)
One night two boy friends of mine, who were spendin g
the night with me, and myself, agreed to tell the next
mornin g our dreams of the night.
\ i\/ ell, here is what I dreame d:
"I, with two boy friends of mine, went hunting. After
hunting a while in the woods withou t securin g any game
we agreed to separat e and see who would have the most
game on our return home.
" I went off t9 the east abuu't one-hal f a mile, and was
going along with my mind on someth ing else, when I ran
into a band of Indians who, on seeing me, gave vent to
a loud yell and started after me. My limbs seemed to
be paralyzed, as I could not even run or walk.
"The Indians took me right into the center of the
camp, where they bound me hand and foot. They then
commenced to torture me by proddin g me with sharp
pointed sticks.
"After doing this they gathere d leaves and twigs
around the base of a tree and saturat ing my clothin g with
oil of some kind dragge d me to the tree and tied me with
thongs of buckskin.
"They were just going to light the fire when in rushed
my two compan ions and, putting the Indians to rout, tore
away my bands and let me go free."
This is what I had to tell the next mornin g. As my
friends failed to dream they acknowledged mine to be
·
the most curious dream they knew of.

In Battle.
was the constant comma nd of
in!"
"Close in! Close
the squadro n and troop officers as the casualties made
g~ps in the ragged line; but the order was scarcely
needed, for of their own instance and, as it seemed, mechanically, men and horses alike sought to regain the
touch.
\Ve had not broken into the chargin g pace when poor
old John Lee, my right-h and man on the flank of the
n-giment, was all but smashed by a shell. He gave my
arm a twitch, as, with a strange smile on his worn old
face, he quietly said, " Domino, chum I" and fell out of
the saddle. His old gray mare kept alongside of me for
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some distance, treadin g on and tearing ~ut her entrails as
she galloped, till at length she dropped with a strange
shriek.
My comrade, Peter Marsh, was my left-han d man;
next beyond him was Private Dudley. The explosion of
a shell had swept down four or five men on Dudley 's
left, and I heard him ask Marsh if he had noticed "what
a hole that shell had made" on his left front. "Hold your
foul-mouthed tongue ," answer ed Peter ; "swear ing like a
blackguard, "when you may be knocked into eternity the

next minute." Just then I got a musket ball through

my right knee, and another in the shin, and my horse
had three bullet wounds in the neck. Man and horse
were bleeding so fast that Marsh begged me to fall out;
but I would not, pointin g out that in a few minutes we
must be into them, and so I sent my spurs well home and
faced it out with my comrades. It was about this time
that Sergea nt Talbot had his head carried off by a round
shot; yet for about thirty yards farther the headless body
kept the saddle, the lance at the charge firmly gripped
under 'the right arm.
My narrativ e may seem barren of incidents of the
charge, but amid the crash of shells and the whistie of
bullets, the cheers and the dying cries of comrades, the
sense of personal danger , the pain of wounds, and the . _
consuming passion to reach an enemy, he must be an exceptional man who is cool enough and curious enough to
be looking serenely about him for what painter s call "local
color." I had a good deal of "local color" myself, but
it was running down the leg of my overalls from my
wounded knee.

Romance of the Gold Rush in California.
Away back in the mining days a party of fourtee n
gold-s eekers -I was one of the numbe r-left Eldorad o
county to " hunt better diggin' s." We took the Indian
trail leading up the Sacram ento to Oregon , and the noble
river soon narrow ed clown to a rivulet. We passed along
the base of grand old Mount Shasta, following on the
Oregon trail. Here about thirty miners were camped,
di&t'ing and washin g dirt that paid them from three dollars to five dollars a day. Most of them were from the
Scott River, and declared this better than anythin g they
could find in that camp. This was a poser for us, so we
determined to go to Rogue River to prospect. The start
was to be made on the morrow', while the party of miners
and campers decided to start on a prospecting tour clown
the Sacram ento River to Shasta City at the same time.
This was March 20, 185r. The horses and mules of the
camp were grazing together, and the exhilar ation of ~
warm sun caused them to start out for a run just as we
were starting to drive them to camp to pack up. We
tried hard to capture them, but the whole band disappeared over the low hills, and we were compelled to follow
them by their fresh tracks in the snow and mud. At
.. last we sighted them several miles from camp in a large
flat or basin, grazing on "bunch grass" up to their knees.
\iVhen we ·were scattere d out to herd them togethe r to go
to camp one of the men , Ballou by name, saw in the fresh
dirt turned up by the foot of a horse a nugget of gold.
He hastily picked it up and poclceted it withou t being observed. The horses were d:ivrn to camp, and we were
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soon on the road to Orego n. Ballou was not an
acquaint- for Mang anese Ridge. It was co ld, so we walke
d pretty
ance of ours, nor was any of his party , and natur
ally his briskly. We got some squirr els and a few rabbits, which
find was only revealed to his friends in his tent.
the dog chased up. We hunte d about but did not
.
see
Fourt een years later I met Ballou at Salt Lake,
large game. It was about four o'clock, so we thoug any
and
he told me what our party had missed by
would start for home. We had gone about a ht we
away on the road to Oreg on that aftern oon in rushi ng
search of of a mi le when the hair raised on the dog's back.quart er
mines they did not find. The nugg et fo und was
Down over the ridge he went and barke d at the
worth
foot of
about four dollars and fifty cents. It was soon
planned a large elm.
by the finder's party to postpone starti ng south , ostens
We went down to where he was. The tree had
ibly
.l;?n account of the detention, and to take pans
and start hole in it, about twent y feet up. It was decid a large
/tom camp in differ ent directions to prospect, and
ed
to come one of us should climb up and look into the hole, that
togeth er out of sight of those not yet in the secret
while
. When the other s stayed on the groun d to shoot the
bear when
toget her they were guide d by Ballou to the spot
where he came out.
he found the nugg et on the surfac e. Pan after
pan was
As I was the best climber they insisted on me going
tried, and from fifty cents to five dollars to the
up;
pan
obtained, the best being in this dirt amon g the wa~ so up I went.
I had only looked when the bear thrus t his head
roots. Claims were staked, and when they return grass
ed to of the hole right in my face. I was so· terrified out
camp all those remai ning were told of the discov
that
I let go my hold and fell twent y feet to the groun
d.
Only a few hours passed before the entire camp ery.
Happ ily I was not much hurt, so we left Mr. Bear
was
transf erred to the new find . This was "Yrek a
in
Flat" in his tree and march ed on towar d home.
r85r. The town of Yrek a now mark s the locali
ty from
By this time it began to get cloudy and befor e we
which much gold has been taken.
had
gone far it began to snow, and we did not get home
till
it
was quite dark and we were nearly frozen. This
was
my
first look in a bear's den, and I think it will be
My Escape in the Boer War.
my
last.
(By N. Buch anan, Johan nesbu rg.)
I have had many adven tures out here in South
A T t rrible Sight.
I read Buffa lo Bill stories and see you ask any Africa.
boy to
write for a prize. I have never been out of Afric
(By
Knea
ss Egert on, N. J.)
I have had many adven tures dGring my time. I a, but
am thirGeorge Appleton and. I, while spend ing a few
teen years of age. I was in a corps as bugle
weeks
r. and I in Tucso n. Arizona. last summer.
heard
was in the moun ted rifles and on horseback.
One day Indian who had escaped from the Papag of an insane
three of us went out, about twenty-five miles from
o
Pot- vafion, and, who after killing a few Mexi India n Reserkeeta, a small village we were camp ing at.
cans, had ta.ken
refug e in an old taver n on the Santa Cruz River .
Well, we were going out to try and get some
Sever al attem pts had been made to captu re him,
becau se we rarely got a1,1ything but biscuits and game,
but
bully they were unsuccessful, so George and
beef. Sudd enly up spran g eight Boers, all
I
thoug
ht
we
of
armed . We show ed fight, because we all had rifles them would try to get him.
with
We hired a Mexi can by the name of Jose to guide
us and plenty of ammu nition . It was no use
us
runni
away , for they had horses, too, and they could shoot ng to the tavern.
,
too.
We• reached it at about midni ght, and Jose said
Three again st eight was rathe r hard lines, but
he
there would see if the India n was there
or not. We waited
was a chance yet.
•
about fifteen minutes, and the Mexi can climbed in
We had our water bottles with us, full of brand
a back
the Boers took us prisoners. Vv e went with themy, and window and disappeared.
to
an
Sudde nly a shriek was heard ; then all
old farmh ouse and we asked them if they would
like slowly crept forwa rd and looked in the was still.. W c
some thing to drink .
room and saw a
sight that nearly froze the blood in our veins .
Of cours e they said they would, and we gave
them
On the floor lay a body with a pool of blood aroun
flask after flask. You know three flasks of stron
d it.
g brand y The head ·was crush ed in with
a tomahawk, and a knife
would soon make them drunk , and it did.
was sticki ng in the breas t.
in about three and a half hours they were all
asleep,
Over it stood a tall figure, brand ishing a knife .
and as soon as we got a chance we took their
It was
guns and the India n, while the figure on
the floor was the remains
hid them under some sacks of whea t and took
our own of poor Jose.
rifles and galloped away as hard as we could
go. We
George pulled out his revolver and shot the India
never stopp ed till we reached camp, with our
n.
water
It was a terrib le sight, and I was glad when we
bottles empty.
got
done buryi ng the India n and Mexican.
\Ve quickly made our way to Tucso n and came home
as
Bear Hunt ing.
fast as we could.
We had had enoug h of Arizona.
(By Bruce Lineb urg, Pa.)
V,Te had been plann ing to go hunti ng
for some
so one day, late in· December, three of my friend time,
s and
myse lf met.
It was decided we shoul d take a chase, so we
starte d
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.I HERE'S A NEW CONTEST!
'

~

A CORKER.!
.

.

I

ran. It's an entirely new idea. The
The .Contes t just starting is going to be the greates t we ever
ts held in the BUFFALO BILL W EEKLY have
: Prizes are new and the finest we ever offered. The other ·contes
records. Why? Because it is a brand-nctw. idea~ all m ade splendi d success , but this one is sure to break all
e the. prizes beat anythin g ever offered
a contest every boy in Americ a has an equal chance in, and becaus
your
before. All you have to do is to write out an accoun t of any of

I

i

Cu rio us Dre am s.

@

If

in an accoun t of one has a chance of
Everyb ody has had rem arkable dreams , and anybod y who sends
winnin g one of th e prizes. They consist of
.

~

I
j

IC OU TFI TS,
T.HR EE FIR ST- CLA SS 'PH OTO CR APH
ping Photographs.
Including Camer a an~ all ~ppliances for Taking an<;l Develo

Five Hun ting Axes and Five Hun ting Kniv es.
develop

camera s. You can take and
Think of the fun you can have this winter with one of those
. Think how useful and han.dy a firstphotog rarhs of all your friends. Full directi ons go with each camera
w oo ds this winter.
the
in
g
rate hunting knife or ax will be when you go hunting or trappin
able dream you have had-n o
remark
To Win a Prize .-Wri te an accoun t of any curious or
coupon you will find on this
the
with
it
send
matter w hat it was abo ut. T ell it in five hundre d words, and
William St., New York City.
38
2
Smith,
&
page, properly filled out, to the BUFFALO BILL W EEKLY, care of Street

\

HER E IS A LIST OF THE PRI ZES :
The three boys who send in tbe three most interesting accounts will
: · each receive an East:r nan Pock et Hoda k, with complete
has
0 outfit. The camera takes picture l~x2 inches; uses film, and This
: capacity for twelve pictures without reloading; weight six ounces. . It
wonderful little camera takes pictures equal to the most expensive en: makes negatives of such sharpness and definition that beautiful
Achro: largements of any size can be made from them. Has perfect
stop~
• matic Lens of fixed focus, Rotary Shutter, with sets of three Takes
square View Finder, and covered with fine Seal Grain Leather.
or on bicycle.
Q snap shots or time exposures. Easily carried in pocket
• Complete with roll of film for twelve exposures and Leather Carrying
: Case, with room fot three extra film cartridges.
8
The five boys who send in the five next best accounts will each reall llx4
' ceive a .Sa:fet y Hunt ing Ax. Dimensions over
of solid tool st2el, finely
+ . inches: wd eight 18 ounces. The blade is made
tempera and highly polished. The handle is made of mild steel, nickle
The
plated on copper, with handle plates of engraved hard rubber.
either
guard is of sheet .steel, hinged on a spring in such a manner that unique
: . open or closed it is firmly held in position. The construction is

i
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Name .... ........ ........ ........ ..•....• ..•..... ......
Street and No .... ........ ........ ........ .•...... •.....
Oity or Toum . .. · · .. · · • · · · · · · : · · · · ·· · · · · · • · · · · · · ·'· • · · · · ·

St~te .. · ...... · · · · • • • • · · · · · · · · • · · • ·• • .. · · .. • · · · : "." • · · · ·
11
· · · · " .. • • · · ·,· · .. · · · · ·: .... · · · · · .. ' · ·~ .: · · · · ..
Title of St

I

.·
The five boys who send in the five next best accounts will each re.
ceive a Sport s:rnan 's Ideal Hunt ing HniCe
There is ab?)lt as much d_ifferen_ce in point of utility a~d beaut->: between
one of our Ideal" huntmg kmves and any other kmfe on the market .
as there is between a grizzly bear and a porcupine. They are hand !
forged, hand tempered, hand tested by the rigidest possible test and i
fi nished in a manner that makes them the handsomest knives in the
market. The " Ideal" knives are made with 5-inch blades, leather
handle, brass and fibre trimmings, with polished stag-horn tip. A handsome black or russet case with each knife.

No~, Boys, You See Your Chancel

*.&
,..

Ii

to .
and of such a nature as to make it almost impossible for one part
·
become detached from another. The head has an oblong semi-ci;-cular
recess milled in either side to receive the slotted end of ha;;dle, which
is accurately milled to a close fit and firmly held by a !-inch steel
the
screw. This method of handle fastening prevents any liability of is .
blade working loos~ on the handle. The upper part of the handle
slotted on the under side to receive the folded sheet ateel guard, which
~~:s~d~rra?ged as to be firmly held by a flat steel bar when open or

It's Up to You to Win a Prize!
This Conte.st doses . Dece mbe r 1st. AUentries must be in by that date.
Reme .inbe .-, the "BUF F ALO 'BILL
WEE KLY" has the greateat circulation of any
weekly descriptive of Indian warfar e ever published.
Your story, whethe r it wins a prize or not, has a
chance of being published, and will be read throug hout-the length at)cl breadth of the Continent.
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BUFF!\L O B IL L STORIES
(L,-A RGS S I .ZS. )

Containing the Only Stories Authorized by Hon. WILLIAM F. CODY
("Buffalo Bill").
45-B uffa lo Bill in the Bad Land s; or, Trai ling the· Veile
d Squa w.
46-B uffa lo Bill's Trai l of the Ghos t Danc ers; or, The
Siou x Chie fs Secr et.
, 47-B uffa lo Bill's Dead liest Deal ; or, • The Doom ed
Desp erad oes of Sata n's
Mine .
48-B uffa lo Bill's Secr et; or, The Trai l of a Trai tor.
,
49- Buff alo Bill' s Phan tom Hun t; or, The Gold Guid
e ot Colo rado Canv on.
50- Buff alo Bill' s Brot her in Buck skin ; or, The Reds
kin Lari at Rang ers.
51-B uffa lo Bill's Trai l of the Man Tige rs; or, The Doom
of the Bran ded Hand .
52- Buff alo Bill's Boy Pard ; or, Trai ning the Buck skin
Bov.
53-B uffa lo Bill's Vow of Veng eanc e; or, The Scou t's
Boy J\lly.
54-B uffa lo Bill and the Mad Herm it; or, Find ing a
I
Lost Trai l.
55--"Buff alo Bill' s Bon anza ; or, The Clan of the Silve
r Circl e.
56-B uffa lo Bill's Mas cot; or The Mys tery of Deat h
Valle y.
57-B uffa lo Bill and the Surg eon Scou t; or, The Brav
e Dum b Mes seng er.
58-B uffa lo Bill's Mvs terio us Trai l; or, Trac king a
Hidd en Foe.
59-B uffa lo Bill and the Mask ed Hus sar; or, figh ting
the Prai rie Pira tes:
60-B uffa lo Bill' s Blin d; or, Runn ing the Deat h Gaun
tlet.
6t-B uffa 1o Bill and the Mask ed Driv er: or. The Fata
l Run Thro ugh Deat h
Cany on.
62-B uffa lo Bill' s Still Hun t; or, figh ting the Robb er
of the Rang es.
63-B uffa lo Bill and the Red Ride rs; ot, The Mad Driv
er of the Over land s.
6 4 -Buf falo Bill's Dead -Sho t Pard ; or, The Will -o'-th
e-Wi sp of the Trai ls.
65-B uffa lo Bill's Run- Dow n; or, The Red- Hand Rene
66-B uffa lo Bill's Red Trai l; or, f\ Race for Rans on. gade 's Deat h.
.
67-B uffa lo Bill's Best Bow er; or, Calli ng the Turn
on Deat h Notc h Dick .
68-B uffa lo Bill and the: Gold Ghou ls; or, Defy ing Deat
h at Elep hant Rock .
69-B uffa lo Bill's Spy Shad owe r; or, The Herm it of
Gran d Cany on.
70-B uffa lo Bill's Secr et Cam p; or, Trai ling the Clov
en Hoof s.
7 t-Bu ffalo Bllrs Swe epst ake; or, Hun ting the Para
dise Gold Mine .
72- Buff alo Bill and. the Blac k -Hea rt Desp erad o; or,
The Wipe -Out at Last
Chan ce.

I

Ba.ck numbers alway s on hand. If you cannot 2'et them
from your newsdealer, fin cents a. copy
will brini them to you, by mail, postpaid.
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